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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATING THE FACTORS THAT BEST DESCRIBE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE AND PERFORMANCE IN
COLLEGE
Abigale Elizabeth Wynn
May 6, 2019
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) surveys students at
four-year institutions around the United States in order to offer Universities
accessible ways to evaluate their students’ experience and performance. The
NSSE data is collected in the form of a Likert-scale survey geared towards
first year and senior year students. It asks questions about how they spend
their time throughout the academic year and how they rate their experience.
This thesis looks at the NSSE survey data from Butler University in 2016
and attempts to apply classification techniques and predictive models to draw
conclusions about student performance at Butler University.
Methods such as Multinomial Logistic Regression and Generalized Lin-
ear Mixed Models are used to identify the significant factors affecting the
student’s experiences and performance. These methods, along with Decision
tree classification and Naive Bayes classification are then used to predict stu-
dents’ grades and experience ratings.
From the 149 original variables for predicting student experience, involve-
ment in Greek life, grades received, well defined goals in the classroom, fre-
quent problem solving, and information synthesis in the coursework are found
to be significant. The variables significant in predicting grades were well de-
fined goals in the classroom, involvement in Greek life, and what grade a
student is in. These variables were used to create predictive models with up
to 70% accuracy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Description
This thesis investigates the variables that affect and determine student ex-
perience and participation at Butler University using the National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE) data. The NSSE dataset was designed specifi-
cally to help educators and those who design curricula make decisions about
what students are truly gaining at institutions. The data is twofold. It allows
for different types of institutions to be compared through these variables, and
it allows individual institutions to assess themselves. This research aligns it-
self to self-assessment.
The NSSE dataset includes a large number of variables from student
surveys related to student engagement in the classroom such as professor
contact hours, number of group discussions, class projects and papers, and
hours spent working, and also the student engagement outside the classroom
such as internships, study abroad, and student organizations. This infor-
mation was collected from a sample of students at all undergraduate levels;
however, the emphasis of the data is on first year students and seniors.
Many of the variables are grouped into the following subcategories:
• HO - Higher Order Learning
• RI - Reflective and Integrative Learning
• LS - Learning Strategies
• QR - Quantitative Reasoning
• CL - Collaborative Learning
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• DD - Discussions with Diverse Others
• SF - Student Faculty Interactions
• ET - Effective Teaching Practices
• QI - Quality of Interactions
• SE - Supportive Environment
• PG - Personal Growth
• TM - Time Spent
The remaining variables are questions that relate to individual character-
istics of the student such as their grade, age, sexual orientation, major and
race.
1.2 Literature Review
There have been several interesting studies performed on NSSE data around
the country. They each addressed unique characteristics of the data. George
D. Kuh, Founding Director of the National Institute for Learning Outcomes
Assessment and Chancellor’s Professor Emeritus at Indiana University has
written extensively about the power of the NSSE data. “Though the NSSE
survey does not assess student learning outcomes directly, it does provide
the kind of information that every school needs in order to focus its efforts
to improve the undergraduate experience” (Kuh, 2001).
This suggests how important and interesting this data analysis will be.
In addition to multiple studies done by George Kuh, there are many other
researchers who have used NSSE data to investigate student performance
and experience.
Fiorini et al (2014) worked with NSSE data from 2006 to 2012 to predict
student success using logistic regression and linear regression models. Effec-
tiveness of a blended study program in a Canadian university was studied by
Vaughan and Cloutier (2017) using the NSSE framework. The NSSE scores
of 14 research universities have been compared with the rankings of those
universities by Pike (2004) using a hierarchical linear model. Gordan et al
(2011) have performed a study to investigate the validity and the relationship
between NSSE outcomes and actual student outcomes.
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Joseph Filkins (2002) uses subcategories and groups of NSSE data to
ask questions about learning and student faculty interactions. His study
attempts to see how important federally funded Tuition Reimbursement In-
centive Programs (TRIP) for first generation students impact engagement
in various educational practices. Louis Rocconi (2013) used NSSE data to
consider subclasses and used multilevel hierarchical regression models. He
then compared them with ordinary least squares regression models to pre-
dict reported critical thinking abilities.
By combining these questions it is clear that many institutional researchers
are interested in how NSSE data relates to student outcomes. The 2016 NSSE
dataset at Butler University could offer similar types of insights on questions
that are pertinent to Butler university such as engagement in coursework and
student performance outcomes. Many of the methods that were used by these
researchers are predictive regression models which allow for large numbers
of predictor variables to try and estimate a response, just as this research
will attempt to identify significant variables and then use them in prediction.
The other methodologies being considered have been aptly used in data
science and statistical research outside of NSSE analysis. Yiyi Wang et al
(2011) used geographically weighted regression models to look at a dataset
that has a discrete response variable similar to the multinomial variables in
the NSSE dataset. Being geographically weighted means that interactions
between predictor variables based on spatial or geographical location were
taken into consideration. Donald Heckler (2003) used multinomial logistic
regression with mixed effects to look at clustered or ordinal response data
in mental illness. Again, this type of model resembles the data seen in the
NSSE dataset in that it is multinomial (has a discrete output with multiple
layers) and ordinal (the layers of the output have a natural order).
In 2007, Satkartar Kinney used epidemiological datasets to look at select-
ing groupings of variables to be included in fixed and random components
of logistic mixed effects models. The NSSE data-set should be considered as
having hierarchical variables since so many of the variables are categorical
variables that divide the dataset into subgroups. Therefore, testing models
with random effects is necessary. An example of a possible hierarchical struc-
ture is a model in which grades between male and female responders behave
differently.
This demonstrates that there are many ways the NSSE data set can be
analyzed. With the survey responses being predominantly Likert scale rank-
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ings, it makes sense that prediction outputs should correspond to those same
levels of outputs. Outputs like this are called classifiers. Classifications use
predictor variables to sort individuals into categories of a response.
Xi Ding (2011) used decision tree classification algorithms to predict
whether drivers would stop or go during a yellow light in many different
cities. Much like the NSSE dataset, the stoplight study also included a large
number of dimensions including things such as location, traffic density, po-
sition in traffic flow, distance from the intersection, speed, and more. But
this question is binary, whereas the NSSE data is inherently multinomial.
Randal Olson et al (2018), explores how to apply multiple machine learning
algorithms with binary and multinomial outputs and choose the best models
for a given data set.
When compared to the above studies, my research questions stand out
significantly different. The data mining techniques such as decision tree clas-
sification and naive Bayes classification and have not been deeply used in
mining the NSSE data. Therefore, my thesis will have a unique focus de-
tecting the important factors and predicting the student performance for the
students in Butler University. It is interesting to find out what the NSSE
data say about us at Butler. The 2016 Butler NSSE data set is a new data
set that has yet to have been analyzed, so the findings will be unique and
important to future institutional research about classroom activities.
1.3 Thesis Objective
The objective of this thesis is to use this data to identify which types of
variables determine how successful or satisfied a given student is with their
experience at Butler University.
The thesis addresses three specific objectives:
1. Identify the factors that affect the student experience at Butler.
2. Identify the factors that affect the student performance.
3. Predict the student performance and experience based on the factors
identified in the first two parts.
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1.4 Models for Classification
1.4.1 Multiple Linear Regression
In order to identify significant factors for predicting student experience we
need to run regression models and check to see which variables are significant
in the models. Significant, in this sense, means that the model indicates that
the behavior has less than 5% chance of occurring due to random chance
under a null hypothesis that the variable has no effect. We start with the most
simple possible model for the data: multiple linear regression. A multiple
linear regression model looks like:
y = β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βkxk + 
Inferences for Multiple Linear regression can be performed when the following
assumptions hold:
1. There exist constants β0, ..., βk such that the conditional mean of the
response variable is given by E (y) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ... + βkxk
because E () = 0.
2. The variance of the error term, E () = σ2 is a constant for all values
of x1, ..., xi.
3. The errors are normally distributed therefore the response is normally
distributed.
4. None of the predictor variables are constants and all of the predictor
variables are independent of each other.
5. Observations are independent. (Neter et al., 1996)
Essentially, this is saying that a linear regression model uses values of
x variables to predict y, where y behaves like a continuous, numeric value.
There are many things that can force a more complicated model type to be
necessary. The itemized restrictions above include things such as the fact
that the x values cannot depend on each other or be related, and that the
errors need to be normally distributed around zero.
The NSSE data is not continuous naturally and it is likely there is covari-
ance so linear regression might not be the best option, since these assump-
tions demand the response variable be continuous. One response , which
takes on responses A through C- or less and clearly is not a continuous
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number. The second response variable asks how students feel about their ex-
perience at Butler University which takes on the values “Excellent,” “Good,”
“Fair,” and “Poor.” Again, this is a nominal response rather than a contin-
uous response.
1.4.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression
A big problem faced with linear regression is when the response variable is
not a continuous value. A grade ranking is a value such as A, B- or C+. It is
not a numeric value such as 4.332369. In this way, a grade could be consid-
ered a discrete variable with values 1 through 8 corresponding to the values
<C- to A grades respectively. However, it is more representative to say that
the response is nominal with the different levels of grades corresponding to
the different levels of response.
In statistics, logistic regression is frequently used to model nominal out-
comes. Logistic regression is a type of generalized linear model (GLM) that
allows responses to be “categorized” in a binary fashion. Generalized Linear
Models use what is called a “link function” to link the expected value of the
response variable to a linear combination of the predictor variables as follows:
Linear predictor: η = xTβ
Link Function: g (·)
The Link function links the linear predictor η and the mean of the response
variable µ = E (Y )
η = g (µ)
µ = g−1 (η)
The link function in logistic regression is most frequently called the “logit”
function. The logit function in regression looks like:
Log odds of success = log
(
p
1− p
)
= β0 + β1x1 + ...+ βkxk
where p is defined as the probability of a success. When this concept is ap-
plied to a response with more than one level, it is called multinomial logistic
regression, and it is the response type for the NSSE data.
In multinomial logistic regression instead of a success vs. failure response,
the log likelihoods are based on a base case of the given response variable. If
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we call the base case Y = y0 and the rest of the response cases Y = y1, ..., y7
the models look like:
log
(
P (Y = y1)
P (Y = y0)
)
= β10 + β11x1 + ...+ β1kxk
log
(
P (Y = y2)
P (Y = y0)
)
= β20 + β21x1 + ...+ β2kxk
...
log
(
P (Y = y7)
P (Y = y0)
)
= β70 + β71x1 + ...+ β7kxk
where β1j are the coefficients from the first row, β2j are the coefficients from
the second row, and so on (Neter et al., 1996).
Generalized Linear Models are a great tool for predicting outputs that
take on classification style responses. However; with so many categorical
variables, another issue can often occur. The observations might be corre-
lated within given predictor variables. If this is the case, the model must be
modified to be able to account for this correlation. This can be done using
Generalized Linear Mixed Models.
1.4.3 Generalized Linear Mixed Models
In this dataset, it is likely that there are “groupings” of responses that exist
under certain variables. For example, it could be possible that the behavior
for a given grade is different for first years than it is for seniors. Variables
that have this structure are called random effects variables. Random effects
variables are found in mixed effects models.
Once again, it is important to maintain the multinomial logistic structure
of the dataset, where the outputs are given as levels rather than a continuous
response, while accounting for the possibility of mixed effects.
Instead of running these mixed effects models as multinomial logistic
models, they were run as (binary) logistic models. To do this, the output
variables were split into a binary variable of A’s vs everything else for the
performance models and Excellent experience vs everything else for the ex-
perience models (McCullach, 2001).
The model for this looks like:
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y = Xβ +Zu+ 
Where y is a column vector of length N representing the response vari-
able, X is a matrix of N × p predictor variables, β is a p× 1 vector of fixed
effects regression coefficients, Z is the N × q matrix of q random effects co-
efficients, u is a q × 1 vector of random effects variables, and  is the vector
of residuals (McCullagh, 2001).
In addition to regression models there are other models that can be used
for classification. Classification techniques such as Decision Trees and Naive
Bayes are two such ways to do this. These two types of classification are
being used as a comparison.
1.4.4 Decision Tree Classification
Decision Tree Classification is a simple way to parse information into cate-
gories by answering a series of yes or no questions regarding categories of the
data. An example of what this may look like is to start with a student who
has a known trait such as “asks many questions in class.” Then ask: is this
student involved in Greek life? Continue to follow this process until you reach
a grade classification for the student. Thinking about this process, it is easy
to see that there are seemingly endless ways to set up a decision tree. The
tricky part of this classification is deciding which decision tree is the best one.
One algorithm for selecting the best model is a recursive algorithm called
Hunt’s Algorithm. The idea is to look at all of the records in a dataset Dt
that belong to the same class. A class is an outcome such as A level grades.
If all of the records belong to that same class, which we will call yA, a “leaf”
or ending node is assigned to the A class. If Dt contains records that belong
to more than one class, the tree is partitioned into a “child node”. Each of
these child nodes are partitioned in this same way, starting with the out-
comes and working the way backwards up a tree.
Some benefits to using this type of classification are that it does not re-
quire assumptions about the data in the way that regression techniques do.
Although computing the optimal tree is computationally expensive, the data
we are looking at is not a large data set so it is still possible to run the
models. Decision tree classification is also robust to the presence of noise in
the data set and redundant/covariant predictor variables do not affect the
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outcome (Tan, 2006).
1.4.5 Naive Bayes Classification
Naive Bayes Classification is more structured than Decision Tree Classifica-
tion. The idea of Naive Bayes classification is to estimate class-conditional
probability assuming that any two predictor variables are conditionally in-
dependent. Essentially, given three sets of random variables x, y, z, x is
independent of y given z if
P (X|Y, Z) = P (X|Z)
.
So if the variable set X = (X1, X2, ..., Xd) consists of d attributes, then
P (X|Y = y) =
d∏
i=1
P (Xi|Y = y)
.
Under this assumption, instead of having to predict the class conditional
probability of every combination of the predictor variables, only the condi-
tional probabilities of each Xi need be predicted for each given each response
level Y . Therefore this algorithm can reach high levels of accuracy at a low
computational expense.
Another feature of the Naive Bayes Classifier that makes it a good fit for
this dataset is that it is highly robust to irrelevant attributes because if Xi is
irrelevant, then P (Xi|Y ) becomes uniformly distributed and has no impact
on the overall computation of the probability. One drawback of using this
classification algorithm is that correlated predictors can degrade the perfor-
mance of Naive Bayes Classification, and it is likely that this dataset has
multiple correlated variables (Tan, 2006).
1.5 Chapter Outline
The thesis will walk through the answers to the objective questions in order.
The second chapter describes the data and how it was cleaned as well as
how the dimensions were reduced using PCA. The third chapter addresses
the factors that affect student experience by looking at significant variables
in linear models, logistic models with random effects, multinomial logistic
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models, and finally comparing these significant variables to the outputs for
a decision tree classification. The fourth chapter will repeat this analysis
for factors that affect student performance. Finally, in the fifth chapter, the
thesis will look at predicting student experience and performance using the
various regression techniques, decision tree classification, and a naive Bayes
classification.
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Chapter 2
Data Analysis
2.1 Dataset and Data Cleaning
The NSSE data set features 149 dimensions (variables) and 1119 observations
from each of the four undergraduate levels of Butler University. Figures 2.1
through 2.5 show the distributions of some of the variables in this dataset.
Figure 2.1: Distribution of Grades
Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of the “grades” responses within the
dataset. This is the variable that will be used as the response variable the
“student performance” questions. Clearly this distribution is strongly skewed
which might make classification difficult with such a low number of responses
for the extreme levels.
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of Experience Rating
Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of the response to “Overall, how would
you evaluate your experience at this institution?” This is the variable that
will be used as the response variable to the “student experience” questions.
Like with the grades distribution, this distribution is strongly skewed and
the low number of responses for certain levels could make prediction difficult.
Figure 2.3: Distribution of Gender
Figure 2.3 shows a distribution of gender that is skewed towards women.
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Figure 2.4: Grades with respect to Gender
Figure 2.4 shows the grade distribution within each gender. The grades
on the male side are more uniformly distributed than the female grades which
are skewed more towards higher grades.
Figure 2.5: Distribution of Greek Involvement
Figure 2.5 shows an approximately equal distribution of Greek involve-
ment, which is an important activity at Butler University and might be an
important factor in regards to experience.
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of Class
Figure 2.6 shows that the dataset is comprised of predominantly first
years and seniors, however a few sophomores and juniors as well as unclassi-
fied individuals are also included.
Figure 2.7: Distribution of Grades with respect to Class
Figure 2.7 shows the distribution of grades within each class. The grades
for first years have a higher proportion of the highest grades than the senior
class.
The first task in data cleaning was to remove all individuals with blank
responses. After removing these individuals, 698 individuals remained, which
were then split into a train and test dataset. The train and test data set is
used on the questions regarding prediction, because there has to be a set
of data with which to test the model built. The models that were used for
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prediction were built using 550 individuals from the train data set. The
predictions were tested against 148 individuals in the test data set. For the
question regarding the factors effecting performance and experience, the full
data set was used. These predictions and calculations were made using R
studio.
2.2 Dimension Reduction
There are 149 pieces of information about each individual in the dataset.
These pieces of information come from survey questions and are acting as
predictor variables to predict a response which is also one of the variables in
the dataset. The classification techniques being used require a large number
of computations. That being said, there are ways to reduce these predictor
variables, or dimensions, to something that is computationally less-expensive
without sacrificing variability in the dataset.
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was attempted to reduce the vari-
ables in the dataset. The goal of PCA is to find the subsets of predictor
variables that best represent the variance in a data set. How this works is
by letting the first dimension capture as much variability as possible, and
the following dimension, orthogonal to the first, capturing as much as it can
from the remaining variability. This process continues on from here with the
remaining dimensions.
Mathematically, PCA starts by examining the covariance of a data set,G.
Covariance is exactly what would be expected–how two predictor variables
vary together. So, If G is m by n matrix where the rows are m individuals,
and the columns are the n descriptor variables from the survey data, then
the covariance is a matrix C whose entries are:
cij = covariance (g∗i, gj∗)
Entry cij is the covariance of the i
th and jth entry. Also it can be assumed
that C has been preprocessed such that the mean of the variable attribute
columns is 0. The covariance is a measure of how strongly items i and j
vary together. The goal of PCA is to find a transformation so that given at-
tributes have 0 covariance and are ordered with respect to how much of the
data the attribute captures. PCA lets the first attribute capture as much of
the variance of the data as possible and, subject to orthogonality, allows the
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following attributes to capture as much of the remaining variance as possible.
This transformation is founding using eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
C. The eigenvalues, λk of C are ordered such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λk. The
eigenvectors U = [u1, ..., un] are ordered such eigenvector i is the i
th largest.
If C′ = CU where the jth column of C′ is Cuj then each new attribute
is a combination of the previous attributes. Therefore the variance of the
ith new attribute is λi and the sum of the variance of the new attributes
is equal to the sum of the original attributes or the Principal Components
(Tan, 2006).
Practically speaking, there are two parts to selecting variables from a
PCA output. The first step is determining how many dimensions need to be
considered in order to reach the desired level of variation. The second step is
selecting the variables that make up the desired amount of variation of each
dimension.
Figure 2.8: Determining Dimensions
Figure 2.6 shows the output that determines the number of dimensions
that need to be considered. To read this output you consider the proportion
of the variance that each dimension makes up. This is the number located in
the third column. The fourth column takes the values from the third column
and adds them up. The models being considered were designed to cover 90%
of the variance in the dataset so it is clear that 204 dimensions must be
considered to reach this value.
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Figure 2.9: Selecting Variables
Figure 2.7 is closely related to figure 2.6. In this output, each of the vari-
ables is listed by dimension. The numbers in each dimension sum to equal
the proportion of the variance that was found in figure 2.6. Variables with
any values greater than .25 were the variables kept for further analysis. An
example of what this looks like are the variables highlighted in green in figure
2.6: RIconnect, ETgoals, and ETexample.
After running PCA, variables were chosen to represent approximately
90% of the variance in the data set in order to narrow down the factors
that contribute to student experience and performance. The variables cho-
sen were RIsocietal, RIownview, RInewview, RIconnect, HOform, ETgoals,
ETexample, LSreading, pgwrite, pgspeak, pgthink, pgwork, pgothers, pgval-
ues, pgdiverse, pgprobsolve, pgcitizen, MAJnum, majorid, class, greek, and
athlete.
A description of the remaining variables is as follows:
• The RI variables look at how often coursework connects you to different
types of diversity.
• The HO variables look at how often coursework uses different types of
methodology for problem solving.
• The ET variables look at how instructors provide coursework feedback.
• The LS variables look at an individual student’s learning strategies
outside of class.
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• The PG variables look at how the institutional experience has en-
hanced the students personal perception of how good they are at various
workspace soft skills.
• MAJnum considers how many majors a student has.
• Majorid puts the variables into classes of humanities, engineering, health-
care, etc.
• Class is the academic year of the student.
• Greek identifies whether the student participates in Greek life or not.
• Athlete identifies whether the student is an athlete or not.
18
Chapter 3
Identifying Factors that Affect
Student Experience
Student experience in the classroom is an interesting question to quantify.
The response variable in the dataset that was chosen for this output is,“How
would you evaluate your experience at this institution?” There were four pos-
sible answers to this question: “excellent,” “good,” “fair” and “poor.” To
look at the factors that affect student experience we will use regression tech-
niques and classification techniques to build models using the entire dataset.
After the models are built, the significant factors in each of the outputs can
be compared.
The research question is evaluated in two ways. The first is a multino-
mial logistic output. The multinomial output looks at the response variable
exactly how it appears with its four levels: Excellent, good, fair, and poor.
Considering the data this way results in factors that show how different ac-
tivities decrease might increase or decrease as student experience increases.
The other type of output is a logistic or binary output. The binary out-
put separates the answers to the question into a response of “Excellent” and
“everything else.” Considering the data this way results in factors that define
the highest top conditions for student experience.
The models compared are ordinary least squares regression, multinomial
logistic regression, and generalized logistic mixed regression.
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3.1 Linear Regression
The first step to identifying significant factors in the dataset is to consider a
linear regression model.
A model that includes every variable looks like:
Experience = β0 + β1 (RIsocietalOften) + β2 (RIsocietalSometimes)
+β3 (RIsocietalV eryOften) + β4 (RIownviewOften)
+β5 (RIownviewSometimes) + β6 (RIownviewV eryOften)
+...+ β69 (greek) + 
where βk are the coefficients for the linear regression model seen in the
output below. These coefficients correspond to each of the possible responses
to the variables below:
RISocietal RIownview RInewview RIconnect HOform ETgoals
ETexample LSreading pgwrite pgspeak pgthink pgwork
pgothers pgvalues pgdiverse pgprobsolve pgcitizen MAJnum
Majorid class grades greek
The first output is as follows. For this model, each possible response of
the variables in the above table is given a coefficient value. Under a null
hypothesis of having no effect, each variable with a “*” is significant at the
5% significance level. Each variable with a “**” is significant at the 1% sig-
nificance level. Each variable with a “***” next to the p-val is significant in
the model at the .1% significance level.
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-1.9140 -0.5863 -0.2215 0.6647 2.1519
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 2.651177 0.688533 3.850 0.00013 ***
RIsocietalOften 0.230867 0.225730 1.023 0.30682
RIsocietalSometimes 0.184822 0.220495 0.838 0.40223
RIsocietalVeryOften 0.216315 0.239555 0.903 0.36688
RIownviewOften -0.198539 0.200912 -0.988 0.32344
RIownviewSometimes -0.146862 0.197656 -0.743 0.45775
RIownviewVeryOften -0.242671 0.217487 -1.116 0.26494
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RInewviewOften 0.171988 0.305286 0.563 0.57339
RInewviewSometimes 0.250519 0.301879 0.830 0.40693
RInewviewVeryOften 0.148073 0.313423 0.472 0.63678
RIconnectOften -1.431144 0.546745 -2.618 0.00907 **
RIconnectSometimes -1.239341 0.548734 -2.259 0.02425 *
RIconnectVeryOften -1.375765 0.551476 -2.495 0.01286 *
HOformSome -0.060039 0.090012 -0.667 0.50501
HOformVeryLittle -0.055113 0.228598 -0.241 0.80956
HOformVeryMuch -0.028117 0.088780 -0.317 0.75158
ETgoalsSome 0.213167 0.107392 1.985 0.04759 *
ETgoalsVeryLittle -0.688218 0.322949 -2.131 0.03347 *
ETgoalsVeryMuch -0.130868 0.084100 -1.556 0.12019
ETexampleSome 0.253873 0.102762 2.471 0.01376 *
ETexampleVeryLittle 0.285627 0.317621 0.899 0.36885
ETexampleVeryMuch -0.113794 0.086217 -1.320 0.18737
LSreadingOften 0.271775 0.325537 0.835 0.40412
LSreadingSometimes 0.210598 0.327699 0.643 0.52068
LSreadingVeryOften 0.347713 0.331243 1.050 0.29425
pgwriteSome 0.062425 0.099040 0.630 0.52873
pgwriteVeryLittle 0.252691 0.275110 0.919 0.35871
pgwriteVeryMuch -0.164872 0.095430 -1.728 0.08454 .
pgspeakSome 0.131658 0.096751 1.361 0.17407
pgspeakVeryLittle -0.003752 0.193517 -0.019 0.98454
pgspeakVeryMuch -0.048385 0.096935 -0.499 0.61785
pgthinkSome 0.054891 0.122021 0.450 0.65297
pgthinkVeryLittle 0.403730 0.469102 0.861 0.38976
pgthinkVeryMuch -0.005127 0.089620 -0.057 0.95439
pgworkSome 0.228036 0.092392 2.468 0.01385 *
pgworkVeryLittle 0.182886 0.161596 1.132 0.25817
pgworkVeryMuch -0.137615 0.099047 -1.389 0.16521
pgothersSome -0.160662 0.100098 -1.605 0.10899
pgothersVeryLittle 0.069915 0.302414 0.231 0.81724
pgothersVeryMuch -0.157229 0.101281 -1.552 0.12107
pgvaluesSome 0.006480 0.099640 0.065 0.94817
pgvaluesVeryLittle -0.021481 0.188232 -0.114 0.90918
pgvaluesVeryMuch -0.044415 0.106265 -0.418 0.67612
pgdiverseSome 0.121814 0.092864 1.312 0.19008
pgdiverseVeryLittle 0.175487 0.157461 1.114 0.26550
pgdiverseVeryMuch 0.226403 0.109457 2.068 0.03901 *
pgprobsolveSome 0.010180 0.097542 0.104 0.91692
pgprobsolveVeryLittle 0.458836 0.189894 2.416 0.01597 *
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pgprobsolveVeryMuch -0.110492 0.109603 -1.008 0.31379
pgcitizenSome -0.046239 0.095880 -0.482 0.62979
pgcitizenVeryLittle 0.162686 0.168734 0.964 0.33534
pgcitizenVeryMuch 0.045939 0.101904 0.451 0.65228
MAJnumOneMajor -0.027271 0.077584 -0.352 0.72532
majoridArtsHumanities 0.067355 0.261827 0.257 0.79707
majoridBiologicalSciences -0.086719 0.269936 -0.321 0.74812
majoridBusiness 0.151274 0.253826 0.596 0.55141
majoridCommunications 0.292297 0.269836 1.083 0.27912
majoridEducation 0.135764 0.269462 0.504 0.61456
majoridEngineering 0.090999 0.370276 0.246 0.80595
majoridHealthProfessions 0.015423 0.255257 0.060 0.95184
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience 0.023649 0.269395 0.088 0.93008
majoridSocialScience 0.081839 0.262397 0.312 0.75523
majoridSocialServices 0.642831 0.329069 1.953 0.05121 .
majoridUndecided -0.158931 0.393924 -0.403 0.68675
classJunior -0.073882 0.157318 -0.470 0.63878
classSenior 0.130372 0.081712 1.596 0.11110
classSophomore -0.048787 0.215279 -0.227 0.82079
classUnclassified -0.254294 0.208518 -1.220 0.22310
greekYes -0.251228 0.070032 -3.587 0.00036 ***
athleteYes -0.151072 0.125070 -1.208 0.22754
The at 5% significance, the significant factors in this model are RIcon-
nect=Very Often, RIconnect=Often, RIconnect=Sometimes, RIconnect=VeryOften,
ETgoals=Some, ETgoals=Very Little, ETexample=Some, pgwork=Some,
pgdiverse=VeryMuch, & pgprobsolve=Very Little. The next step is to re-
move all of the insignificant factors and run the model again. This is repeated
until only significant factors remain. The final model looks like:
experience = β0 + β1 (ETexampleSome) + β2 (pgworkV eryLittle)
+β3 (pgworkSome) + β4 (pgothersV eryMuch) + β5 (classSenior)
+β6 (greekY es) + 
That output has the following significant variables:
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-1.6556 -0.6836 -0.2926 0.8936 2.2847
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Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 1.71532 0.06582 26.063 < 2e-16 ***
I(ETexample == "Some")TRUE 0.39104 0.09007 4.341 1.63e-05 ***
I(pgwork == "VeryLittle")TRUE 0.63301 0.13896 4.555 6.18e-06 ***
I(pgwork == "Some")TRUE 0.37391 0.08088 4.623 4.51e-06 ***
I(pgothers == "VeryMuch")TRUE -0.33896 0.07658 -4.426 1.11e-05 ***
I(class == "Senior")TRUE 0.12551 0.07127 1.761 0.07869 .
greekYes -0.20930 0.06768 -3.092 0.00206 **
The interpretation of this output is as follows:
• Responding ETexample as “some” increases grades an average of 0.39104.
• Responding pgwork as “very little” increases grades an average of
0.63301.
• Being a senior increases grades an average of .12551.
3.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression
The model for Multionomial Logistic Regression looks like the following:
log
(
P (good)
P (excellent)
)
= β10 + β11 (RISocietal = Some) + ...+ β1k (greek)
log
(
P (fair)
P (excellent)
)
= β20 + β21 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β2k (greek)
log
(
P (poor)
P (excellent)
)
= β30 + β31 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β3k (greek)
The output for this model is below. Under a null hypothesis of having
no effect, each variable with a “*” is significant at the 5% significance level.
Each variable with a “**” is significant at the 1% significance level. Each
variable with a “***” next to the p-val is significant in the model at the .1%
significance level.
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Equation for Fair vs Excellent:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 4.6135 16634.0366 0.000 0.999779
RIsocietalOften 1.0374 1.8909 0.549 0.583266
RIsocietalSometimes 0.5936 1.7870 0.332 0.739747
RIsocietalVeryOften 1.0573 2.1987 0.481 0.630614
RIownviewOften -1.0657 1.8409 -0.579 0.562650
RIownviewSometimes -0.9501 1.7179 -0.553 0.580212
RIownviewVeryOften -3.5403 2.2300 -1.588 0.112387
RInewviewOften 5.4251 2.5882 2.096 0.036077 *
RInewviewSometimes 6.3663 2.6054 2.444 0.014544 *
RInewviewVeryOften 3.9849 2.9197 1.365 0.172303
RIconnectOften -10.2855 16634.0362 -0.001 0.999507
RIconnectSometimes -11.6159 16634.0362 -0.001 0.999443
RIconnectVeryOften -11.5566 16634.0362 -0.001 0.999446
HOformSome -0.2593 0.7868 -0.330 0.741773
HOformVeryLittle 1.8195 1.5927 1.142 0.253285
HOformVeryMuch -0.6171 0.9635 -0.641 0.521845
ETgoalsSome 0.1329 0.7728 0.172 0.863425
ETgoalsVeryLittle 2.4251 2.0981 1.156 0.247723
ETgoalsVeryMuch -2.1170 1.0405 -2.035 0.041885 *
ETexampleSome 0.9718 0.7728 1.257 0.208586
ETexampleVeryLittle -1.5669 2.4796 -0.632 0.527443
ETexampleVeryMuch -0.8259 0.8952 -0.923 0.356206
LSreadingOften -2.6894 1.9229 -1.399 0.161928
LSreadingSometimes -3.2938 1.9718 -1.671 0.094819 .
LSreadingVeryOften -2.8130 1.9910 -1.413 0.157707
pgwriteSome 1.1175 0.7582 1.474 0.140489
pgwriteVeryLittle -2.0395 2.3449 -0.870 0.384441
pgwriteVeryMuch 2.0031 1.2417 1.613 0.106705
pgspeakSome -0.5823 0.8016 -0.726 0.467617
pgspeakVeryLittle 1.2147 1.4715 0.826 0.409070
pgspeakVeryMuch -0.2237 1.3129 -0.170 0.864722
pgthinkSome 0.2537 0.8386 0.303 0.762229
pgthinkVeryLittle 22.5383 11888.4886 0.002 0.998487
pgthinkVeryMuch -2.3689 1.1783 -2.010 0.044391 *
pgworkSome -0.2836 0.8584 -0.330 0.741161
pgworkVeryLittle 0.9189 1.0465 0.878 0.379859
pgworkVeryMuch -1.5975 1.2285 -1.300 0.193462
pgothersSome 0.5617 0.8009 0.701 0.483108
pgothersVeryLittle 22.2716 8309.0036 0.003 0.997861
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pgothersVeryMuch -0.3703 1.3249 -0.279 0.779877
pgvaluesSome -1.6101 0.8515 -1.891 0.058645 .
pgvaluesVeryLittle -1.8503 1.2759 -1.450 0.147011
pgvaluesVeryMuch -2.3140 1.3383 -1.729 0.083793 .
pgdiverseSome 2.8172 1.0694 2.635 0.008425 **
pgdiverseVeryLittle 2.8183 1.3418 2.100 0.035696 *
pgdiverseVeryMuch 1.8527 1.6128 1.149 0.250670
pgprobsolveSome 1.6563 1.0185 1.626 0.103914
pgprobsolveVeryLittle 3.3919 1.4677 2.311 0.020832 *
pgprobsolveVeryMuch 2.2139 1.4059 1.575 0.115324
pgcitizenSome -1.4740 0.9817 -1.502 0.133225
pgcitizenVeryLittle 1.6228 1.2653 1.283 0.199642
pgcitizenVeryMuch 0.2416 1.2096 0.200 0.841714
MAJnumOneMajor -0.4901 0.7121 -0.688 0.491287
majoridArtsHumanities -2.4400 1.8670 -1.307 0.191250
majoridBiologicalSciences -0.4100 1.8136 -0.226 0.821143
majoridBusiness -1.5102 1.7087 -0.884 0.376771
majoridCommunications -1.3980 1.8253 -0.766 0.443751
majoridEducation -1.1365 1.7923 -0.634 0.526013
majoridEngineering -0.8364 2.5742 -0.325 0.745257
majoridHealthProfessions -3.8788 1.9331 -2.007 0.044800 *
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience -0.7075 1.8791 -0.377 0.706535
majoridSocialScience -2.3193 1.8329 -1.265 0.205726
majoridSocialServices -18.0947 8281.1114 -0.002 0.998257
majoridUndecided 2.2212 2.0924 1.062 0.288440
classJunior -1.3655 2.1133 -0.646 0.518186
classSenior 0.5802 0.7747 0.749 0.453927
classSophomore 1.2959 1.5224 0.851 0.394649
classUnclassified 3.8665 1.7340 2.230 0.025755 *
grades.yA- 1.4339 1.0546 1.360 0.173963
grades.yB 3.1560 1.0212 3.090 0.001999 **
grades.yB- 2.1370 1.5903 1.344 0.179028
grades.yB+ 3.8339 1.0634 3.605 0.000312 ***
grades.yC 1.3263 4.0084 0.331 0.740742
grades.yC-OrLess -12.9389 42224.4000 0.000 0.999756
grades.yC+ 7.1412 2.4641 2.898 0.003754 **
greekYes -2.7033 0.7581 -3.566 0.000363 ***
athleteYes 0.0487 1.0013 0.049 0.961211
Equation for Good vs Excellent:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
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(Intercept) 3.695e+01 1.882e+04 0.002 0.998433
RIsocietalOften 6.604e-02 7.934e-01 0.083 0.933663
RIsocietalSometimes -6.229e-02 7.830e-01 -0.080 0.936595
RIsocietalVeryOften 8.310e-02 8.288e-01 0.100 0.920136
RIownviewOften -8.868e-01 6.627e-01 -1.338 0.180822
RIownviewSometimes -7.805e-01 6.535e-01 -1.194 0.232354
RIownviewVeryOften -1.054e+00 7.238e-01 -1.456 0.145273
RInewviewOften 6.852e-01 1.317e+00 0.520 0.602764
RInewviewSometimes 8.646e-01 1.311e+00 0.660 0.509493
RInewviewVeryOften 4.359e-01 1.340e+00 0.325 0.744996
RIconnectOften -3.871e+01 1.882e+04 -0.002 0.998359
RIconnectSometimes -3.824e+01 1.882e+04 -0.002 0.998379
RIconnectVeryOften -3.854e+01 1.882e+04 -0.002 0.998366
HOformSome 1.148e-02 2.715e-01 0.042 0.966290
HOformVeryLittle 3.584e-01 8.614e-01 0.416 0.677394
HOformVeryMuch -1.832e-01 2.911e-01 -0.629 0.529184
ETgoalsSome 4.801e-01 3.292e-01 1.459 0.144636
ETgoalsVeryLittle -2.004e+01 8.800e+03 -0.002 0.998183
ETgoalsVeryMuch -3.441e-01 2.611e-01 -1.318 0.187490
ETexampleSome 8.062e-01 3.096e-01 2.604 0.009225 **
ETexampleVeryLittle 1.877e-01 1.161e+00 0.162 0.871617
ETexampleVeryMuch -3.642e-01 2.679e-01 -1.359 0.173996
LSreadingOften 9.622e-01 1.360e+00 0.708 0.479213
LSreadingSometimes 6.232e-01 1.371e+00 0.455 0.649445
LSreadingVeryOften 1.345e+00 1.374e+00 0.979 0.327504
pgwriteSome 2.887e-01 2.965e-01 0.974 0.330116
pgwriteVeryLittle 7.607e-01 1.122e+00 0.678 0.497933
pgwriteVeryMuch -5.898e-01 3.088e-01 -1.910 0.056166 .
pgspeakSome 3.806e-01 2.858e-01 1.332 0.182933
pgspeakVeryLittle -3.333e-01 7.128e-01 -0.468 0.640058
pgspeakVeryMuch -3.145e-01 3.082e-01 -1.021 0.307478
pgthinkSome 2.447e-01 3.810e-01 0.642 0.520637
pgthinkVeryLittle 1.658e+01 1.189e+04 0.001 0.998887
pgthinkVeryMuch 6.681e-02 2.706e-01 0.247 0.804994
pgworkSome 5.044e-01 2.643e-01 1.909 0.056286 .
pgworkVeryLittle 5.544e-01 5.485e-01 1.011 0.312114
pgworkVeryMuch -5.655e-01 3.194e-01 -1.771 0.076624 .
pgothersSome -3.797e-01 3.044e-01 -1.248 0.212211
pgothersVeryLittle 1.895e+01 8.309e+03 0.002 0.998181
pgothersVeryMuch -4.158e-01 3.130e-01 -1.329 0.183956
pgvaluesSome 9.711e-02 3.008e-01 0.323 0.746853
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pgvaluesVeryLittle -1.020e-01 6.440e-01 -0.158 0.874143
pgvaluesVeryMuch -1.449e-01 3.365e-01 -0.430 0.666875
pgdiverseSome 3.783e-01 2.808e-01 1.348 0.177795
pgdiverseVeryLittle 3.107e-01 5.213e-01 0.596 0.551149
pgdiverseVeryMuch 7.430e-01 3.501e-01 2.122 0.033805 *
pgprobsolveSome -1.680e-01 2.905e-01 -0.578 0.563077
pgprobsolveVeryLittle 1.651e+00 7.998e-01 2.065 0.038957 *
pgprobsolveVeryMuch -5.903e-01 3.558e-01 -1.659 0.097093 .
pgcitizenSome -9.090e-02 2.925e-01 -0.311 0.755949
pgcitizenVeryLittle 4.396e-01 5.674e-01 0.775 0.438529
pgcitizenVeryMuch 2.094e-01 3.219e-01 0.651 0.515336
MAJnumOneMajor -2.367e-01 2.437e-01 -0.972 0.331280
majoridArtsHumanities 2.386e-01 8.095e-01 0.295 0.768155
majoridBiologicalSciences -1.847e-01 8.626e-01 -0.214 0.830493
majoridBusiness 3.965e-01 7.886e-01 0.503 0.615149
majoridCommunications 1.020e+00 8.267e-01 1.234 0.217105
majoridEducation 4.708e-01 8.318e-01 0.566 0.571357
majoridEngineering 3.106e-01 1.101e+00 0.282 0.777862
majoridHealthProfessions 9.203e-03 7.961e-01 0.012 0.990776
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience -4.560e-02 8.397e-01 -0.054 0.956693
majoridSocialScience 1.936e-01 8.092e-01 0.239 0.810911
majoridSocialServices 1.330e+00 9.950e-01 1.337 0.181179
majoridUndecided -8.818e-01 1.427e+00 -0.618 0.536639
classJunior -3.114e-01 4.866e-01 -0.640 0.522245
classSenior 3.148e-01 2.588e-01 1.216 0.223873
classSophomore -3.065e-01 7.204e-01 -0.425 0.670477
classUnclassified -6.681e-01 8.495e-01 -0.787 0.431570
grades.yA- 6.422e-01 2.644e-01 2.429 0.015153 *
grades.yB 3.471e-01 3.508e-01 0.990 0.322311
grades.yB- 1.357e+00 6.478e-01 2.094 0.036221 *
grades.yB+ 9.482e-01 3.252e-01 2.916 0.003550 **
grades.yC -9.986e-02 1.639e+00 -0.061 0.951408
grades.yC-OrLess -2.045e+01 4.222e+04 0.000 0.999614
grades.yC+ 3.020e+00 1.376e+00 2.195 0.028172 *
greekYes -8.124e-01 2.279e-01 -3.564 0.000365 ***
athleteYes -4.103e-01 4.144e-01 -0.990 0.322167
The Poor Vs. Excellent level of this output was omitted because it con-
tained no significant variables.
The interpretation of the significant factors in the model is as follows:
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• Answering RInewview as Often increases the log odds responding fair
experience instead of an excellent experience 5.42 as compared to the
base case of Very little.
• Answering RInewview as sometimes increases the log odds of respond-
ing fair experience instead of an excellent experience 6.3663 as com-
pared to the base case of very little.
• Answering ETgoals as very much decreases the log odds of responding
fair experience instead of excellent experience 2.177 as compared to the
base case of often.
3.3 Generalized Linear Mixed Model- Logis-
tic Regression
When running GLMM models, any categorical variable in the response can
be a random effects variable. In the case of the NSSE data, this could be
any variable under consideration. In order to choose the best random effects
variables, each combination of random effects variables was considered, and
then an output for AIC and BIC was minimized to find the best model. AIC
and BIC are estimators of the quality of statistical models based on the data
being evaluated. These estimates are calculated using the likelihood function.
This model looks like:
log
(
P (NotExcellentExperience)
1− P (ExcellentExperience)
)
= β0 + β1 (RISocietal = Some)
+...+ βk (grades) + u1 + (majorid) + u2 (class) + u3 (MAJnum)
where βk are the coefficients of the mixed effects models and uk are the
coefficients of the random effects variables.
The output is defined below. Under a null hypothesis of having no effect,
each variable with a “*” is significant at the 5% significance level. Each vari-
able with a “**” is significant at the 1% significance level. Each variable with
a “***” next to the p-val is significant in the model at the .1% significance
level.
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
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800.6 1082.5 -338.3 676.6 635
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
majorid (Intercept) 7.672e-17 8.759e-09
class (Intercept) 4.552e-18 2.133e-09
MAJnum (Intercept) 1.630e-17 4.037e-09
Number of obs: 697, groups: majorid, 12; class, 5; MAJnum, 2
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -17.04996 58.21269 -0.293 0.769606
RIsocietalOften -0.23339 0.75584 -0.309 0.757487
RIsocietalSometimes 0.03856 0.74397 0.052 0.958668
RIsocietalVeryOften -0.30924 0.78778 -0.393 0.694655
RIownviewOften 0.76979 0.57782 1.332 0.182784
RIownviewSometimes 0.64448 0.56840 1.134 0.256863
RIownviewVeryOften 0.96574 0.63139 1.530 0.126133
RInewviewOften -0.72654 1.23100 -0.590 0.555057
RInewviewSometimes -0.94809 1.22169 -0.776 0.437724
RInewviewVeryOften -0.34616 1.24734 -0.278 0.781384
RIconnectOften 18.17231 58.21298 0.312 0.754912
RIconnectSometimes 17.92297 58.21281 0.308 0.758168
RIconnectVeryOften 18.08448 58.21315 0.311 0.756059
HOformSome 0.07826 0.25601 0.306 0.759829
HOformVeryLittle -0.68030 0.72552 -0.938 0.348417
HOformVeryMuch 0.18482 0.26829 0.689 0.490904
ETgoalsSome -0.50842 0.30684 -1.657 0.097529 .
ETgoalsVeryLittle 1.55954 1.12773 1.383 0.166695
ETgoalsVeryMuch 0.32941 0.24743 1.331 0.183088
ETexampleSome -0.68048 0.28865 -2.357 0.018401
ETexampleVeryLittle 0.16673 1.01137 0.165 0.869060
ETexampleVeryMuch 0.42337 0.24726 1.712 0.086851 .
LSreadingOften 0.13582 1.02396 0.133 0.894477
LSreadingSometimes 0.32112 1.03614 0.310 0.756620
LSreadingVeryOften -0.15357 1.03758 -0.148 0.882338
pgwriteSome -0.26204 0.27376 -0.957 0.338471
pgwriteVeryLittle -0.57701 0.99916 -0.577 0.563605
pgwriteVeryMuch 0.41179 0.28443 1.448 0.147679
pgspeakSome -0.23559 0.26241 -0.898 0.369300
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pgspeakVeryLittle -0.02570 0.61060 -0.042 0.966427
pgspeakVeryMuch 0.18531 0.28847 0.642 0.520615
pgthinkSome -0.19239 0.35160 -0.547 0.584261
pgthinkVeryLittle -14.79497 296.23979 -0.050 0.960168
pgthinkVeryMuch 0.05799 0.24850 0.233 0.815488
pgworkSome -0.46505 0.24488 -1.899 0.057551 .
pgworkVeryLittle -0.78951 0.49364 -1.599 0.109739
pgworkVeryMuch 0.46407 0.29975 1.548 0.121575
pgothersSome 0.24855 0.27810 0.894 0.371453
pgothersVeryLittle -15.47165 520.22453 -0.030 0.976274
pgothersVeryMuch 0.46835 0.29339 1.596 0.110421
pgvaluesSome 0.14484 0.28056 0.516 0.605668
pgvaluesVeryLittle 0.17027 0.59230 0.287 0.773751
pgvaluesVeryMuch 0.23851 0.31639 0.754 0.450939
pgdiverseSome -0.39845 0.25583 -1.557 0.119354
pgdiverseVeryLittle -0.55273 0.46071 -1.200 0.230238
pgdiverseVeryMuch -0.74265 0.33439 -2.221 0.026358 *
pgprobsolveSome -0.16168 0.26339 -0.614 0.539324
pgprobsolveVeryLittle -2.00090 0.77089 -2.596 0.009443 **
pgprobsolveVeryMuch 0.35399 0.33420 1.059 0.289507
pgcitizenSome 0.12725 0.26811 0.475 0.635054
pgcitizenVeryLittle -0.52024 0.52720 -0.987 0.323739
pgcitizenVeryMuch -0.14370 0.30488 -0.471 0.637414
grades.yA- -0.63691 0.24703 -2.578 0.009930 **
grades.yB -0.67938 0.30807 -2.205 0.027434 *
grades.yB- -1.00204 0.58685 -1.707 0.087729 .
grades.yB+ -1.13306 0.30415 -3.725 0.000195 ***
grades.yC 0.08373 1.55654 0.054 0.957098
grades.yC-OrLess 15.81614 368.52131 0.043 0.965767
grades.yC+ -3.71602 1.24440 -2.986 0.002825 **
Like with linear regression models, the insignificant variables were re-
moved and the model was run again until only significant factors remained.
This model looks like:
log
(
P (NotExcellentExperience)
1− P (ExcellentExperience)
)
= β0 + β1 (grades = A−) + β2 (grades = B+)
+...+ βk (grades) + u1 (majorid) + u2 (class) + u3 (MAJnum)
where βk are the coefficients of the mixed effects models and uk are the
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coefficients of the random effects variables.
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
700.6 756.9 -337.3 674.6 547
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
majorid (Intercept) 0 0
class (Intercept) 0 0
MAJnum (Intercept) 0 0
Number of obs: 560, groups: majorid, 12; class, 5; MAJnum, 2
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 0.8930 0.1818 4.911 9.04e-07 ***
grades.yA- -0.6431 0.2361 -2.724 0.006458 **
grades.yB -0.8813 0.2796 -3.152 0.001621 **
grades.yB- -1.2531 0.5876 -2.133 0.032963 *
grades.yB+ -0.9183 0.2738 -3.354 0.000797 ***
grades.yC+ -2.3182 1.1246 -2.061 0.039275 *
I(pgprobsolve == "VeryLittle")TRUE -2.7338 0.6260 -4.367 1.26e-05 ***
greekYes 0.5007 0.1882 2.661 0.007799 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
It is important to note that the variance and standard deviation of this
model goes to 0 when many factors in the data are removed. The significant
factors that remained were grades=B-,B,B+,A-,and A, pgprobsolve= very
little, and greek= yes.
Interpreting these significant coefficients is as follows:
• The log odds of experience being rated excellent decreases an average
of 0.6431 when grades goes from A to A-.
• The log odds of experience being rated excellent decreases an average
.8813 when grades goes from A to B.
• the log odds of experience being rated excellent decreases an average
of 1.2531 when grades goes from A to B-.
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• The log odds of experience being rated excellent decreases an average
of .9183 when grades goes from A to B+.
Another observation from this output is that the variance of the random
effects terms goes to zero. This means that although there is variation in
the predictor variables used as random effects variables, it can be virtually-
fully explained by the residual error. This means there is not enough subject
variation in this model to justify adding these random effects in this version
of the model to explain the observed variation in the model, even though it
was relevant in the model without insignificant factors removed.
3.4 Decision Tree Classification
First is the decision tree classification for excellent experience vs everything
else:
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Figure 3.1: Decison Tree Classification
Comparing the variables that show up on this decision tree to the vari-
ables that are significant in the regression model has similarities at pgwork
and grades.
Next is the classification for all levels of experience:
‘
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Figure 3.2: Decison Tree Classification
The variables that show up in this decision tree that also show up in the
regression models are pgwork, pgthink, grades, pgdiverse, and majorid.
3.5 Summary
Overall, these models highlight many significant features of this dataset and
how significant factors change depending on how the response is viewed.
Looking at the linear regression the significant variables were the class
years in school. Each of these variables had a negative effect on experience
at Butler, but as the class level gets older, the negative effect decreases. ET
goals is another significant negative effect on experience rating. Interpreting
this variable means that courses with only some structure defining the goals
in the course tend to have a negative effect on the overall student experience.
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The only positive effect in this model was being involved in Greek life. Being
involved in Greek life increases experience rating at Butler.
From the multinomial model the significant factors at the highest level
show from HOform that students who tend to say courses which cause you
to form new views have a better experience. ETgoals indicates that courses
that have highly defined goals tends to decrease experience. Pgthink indi-
cates that courses that require you to think in a new way tend to decrease
experience. Pgdiverse indicates that courses that promote diversity tend to
increase experience. Pgprobsolve indicates that courses that promote prob-
lem solving increase experience. The majorid of health professions decreases
experience. Better grades significantly increase experience while being in-
volved in Greek life significantly decreases experience. The Greek life vari-
able is interesting because it is an opposite direction of the linear model.
Finally the generalized linear model for logistic regression shows signifi-
cant positive effects for Greek life and significant negative effects for all levels
of grades. Problem solving very little in your courses has a negative effect
on the model.
Overall, from each of these models the factors that significantly affect stu-
dent experience are being involved in Greek life and grades. Other variables
that effect seem to have significant effect but not in each type of model are
HOform, pgprobsolve and ETgoals.
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Chapter 4
Factors that Affect Student
Performance
The process of modeling the data and then observing significant factors is
repeated for student performance. Student performance is measured by self
reported grades. The question, “What grades do you most generally receive
in your classes?” can be answered in the following ways: “A,” “A-,” “B+,”
“B,” “B-,” “C+,” “C,” “C- or less,”. The multinomial models look at each of
these levels compared to the base case of “A.” Looking at significant factors
in this way means variables that are significant give insight into what might
be changing for students as performance drops.
Once again the models were split into a binary response as well. The
outputs to the binary response are “A” and “Everything else”. Splitting
the factors this way allows for a structure that considers the factors that
influence students with the highest grades.
4.1 Multiple Linear Regression
The first step to identifying significant factors in the dataset is to consider a
linear regression model.
A model that includes every variable looks like:
Grades = β0 + β1 (RIsocietalOften) + β2 (RIsocietalSometimes)
+β3 (RIsocietalV eryOften) + β4 (RIownviewOften) + β5 (RIownviewSometimes)
+β6 (RIownviewV eryOften) + ...+ β69 (classUnclassified) + 
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where the β coefficients correspond to the values of each possible response
to the following variables:
RISocietal RIownview RInewview RIconnect HOform ETgoals
ETexample LSreading pgwrite pgspeak pgthink pgwork
pgothers pgvalues pgdiverse pgprobsolve pgcitizen MAJnum
Majorid class greek
The output is as follows. Under a null hypothesis of having no effect, each
variable with a “*” is significant at the 5% significance level. Each variable
with a “**” is significant at the 1% significance level. Each variable with
a “***” next to the p-val is significant in the model at the .1% significance
level.
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 5.040250 0.986561 5.109 4.3e-07 ***
RIsocietalOften 0.672740 0.324402 2.074 0.038506 *
RIsocietalSometimes 0.624413 0.316925 1.970 0.049252 *
RIsocietalVeryOften 0.715873 0.344265 2.079 0.037983 *
RIownviewOften -0.170689 0.288925 -0.591 0.554886
RIownviewSometimes 0.010328 0.284257 0.036 0.971027
RIownviewVeryOften -0.321590 0.312778 -1.028 0.304264
RInewviewOften 0.252142 0.437868 0.576 0.564929
RInewviewSometimes 0.236193 0.433124 0.545 0.585724
RInewviewVeryOften 0.497355 0.449278 1.107 0.268713
RIconnectOften 0.948131 0.783913 1.209 0.226932
RIconnectSometimes 0.687374 0.787259 0.873 0.382930
RIconnectVeryOften 0.854334 0.790816 1.080 0.280415
HOformSome 0.323757 0.129231 2.505 0.012488 *
HOformVeryLittle 0.049686 0.328664 0.151 0.879885
HOformVeryMuch 0.240929 0.127121 1.895 0.058514 .
ETgoalsSome -0.382615 0.154445 -2.477 0.013498 *
ETgoalsVeryLittle -0.514020 0.464429 -1.107 0.268814
ETgoalsVeryMuch 0.009131 0.120885 0.076 0.939815
ETexampleSome -0.087985 0.147721 -0.596 0.551646
ETexampleVeryLittle 0.095468 0.456468 0.209 0.834402
ETexampleVeryMuch 0.138464 0.123981 1.117 0.264501
LSreadingOften 0.037113 0.468170 0.079 0.936841
LSreadingSometimes -0.024882 0.471268 -0.053 0.957910
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LSreadingVeryOften 0.160403 0.476367 0.337 0.736440
pgwriteSome -0.020436 0.142414 -0.143 0.885942
pgwriteVeryLittle -0.334129 0.394714 -0.847 0.397592
pgwriteVeryMuch 0.148139 0.136945 1.082 0.279781
pgspeakSome -0.077451 0.139048 -0.557 0.577720
pgspeakVeryLittle 0.450690 0.278063 1.621 0.105558
pgspeakVeryMuch 0.002373 0.139278 0.017 0.986410
pgthinkSome 0.167418 0.175431 0.954 0.340287
pgthinkVeryLittle 1.604321 0.673478 2.382 0.017509 *
pgthinkVeryMuch -0.099503 0.128775 -0.773 0.439999
pgworkSome 0.036512 0.132847 0.275 0.783527
pgworkVeryLittle -0.124345 0.232335 -0.535 0.592703
pgworkVeryMuch 0.118239 0.142438 0.830 0.406795
pgothersSome 0.208094 0.143891 1.446 0.148621
pgothersVeryLittle -0.162552 0.434718 -0.374 0.708587
pgothersVeryMuch 0.344447 0.145656 2.365 0.018343 *
pgvaluesSome -0.285744 0.143218 -1.995 0.046456 *
pgvaluesVeryLittle -0.124542 0.270662 -0.460 0.645576
pgvaluesVeryMuch -0.262212 0.152825 -1.716 0.086698 .
pgdiverseSome -0.040001 0.133185 -0.300 0.764016
pgdiverseVeryLittle -0.174570 0.226247 -0.772 0.440647
pgdiverseVeryMuch -0.195375 0.157410 -1.241 0.215001
pgprobsolveSome 0.003686 0.140267 0.026 0.979041
pgprobsolveVeryLittle -0.373601 0.273042 -1.368 0.171711
pgprobsolveVeryMuch -0.202125 0.157558 -1.283 0.200013
pgcitizenSome 0.253579 0.137889 1.839 0.066386 .
pgcitizenVeryLittle 0.058889 0.242621 0.243 0.808301
pgcitizenVeryMuch 0.002368 0.146553 0.016 0.987113
MAJnumOneMajor -0.244723 0.111576 -2.193 0.028650 *
majoridArtsHumanities 0.183803 0.376527 0.488 0.625611
majoridBiologicalSciences 0.016575 0.387678 0.043 0.965911
majoridBusiness -0.327744 0.364792 -0.898 0.369294
majoridCommunications 0.226935 0.387376 0.586 0.558203
majoridEducation 0.426946 0.387427 1.102 0.270882
majoridEngineering -0.639294 0.529875 -1.207 0.228079
majoridHealthProfessions 0.160844 0.367043 0.438 0.661380
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience -0.127304 0.387260 -0.329 0.742469
majoridSocialScience 0.304374 0.377125 0.807 0.419919
majoridSocialServices 0.039161 0.473066 0.083 0.934051
majoridUndecided 0.072321 0.565037 0.128 0.898195
classJunior 0.176945 0.226202 0.782 0.434366
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classSenior -0.335050 0.117500 -2.851 0.004494 **
classSophomore -0.680053 0.309207 -2.199 0.028217 *
classUnclassified -1.077063 0.299710 -3.594 0.000352 ***
greekYes 0.291215 0.099375 2.930 0.003507 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 1.216 on 628 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2025,Adjusted R-squared: 0.1162
F-statistic: 2.345 on 68 and 628 DF, p-value: 4.88e-08
At 5% significance, the significant factors in this model are RIconnect=Very
Often, RIconnect=Often, RIconnect=Sometimes, ETgoals=Very Little, ETex-
ample=Some, pgwork=Some, pgdiverse=VeryMuch, & pgprobsolve=Very
Little. The next step is to remove all of the insignificant factors and run
the model again. This is repeated until only significant factors remain. The
final model looks like
grades = β0 + β1 (greekY es) + β2 (ClassUnclassified)
+β3 (ClassSophomore) + β4 (ClassSenior) + β5 (ETgoalsSome) + 
That output has the following significnat variables:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 6.82422 0.07564 90.225 < 2e-16 ***
greekYes 0.33473 0.09653 3.468 0.000558 ***
I(class == "Unclassified")TRUE -1.23046 0.28058 -4.385 1.34e-05 ***
I(class == "Sophomore")TRUE -0.85373 0.30202 -2.827 0.004839 **
I(class == "Senior")TRUE -0.31048 0.10278 -3.021 0.002612 **
I(ETgoals == "Some")TRUE -0.38223 0.13519 -2.827 0.004828 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 1.254 on 691 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.06589,Adjusted R-squared: 0.05913
F-statistic: 9.748 on 5 and 691 DF, p-value: 5.176e-09
The interpretation of this output is as follows:
• Responding greek=yes increases grades an average of .33473.
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• Responding without a class decreases grades an average of 1.23046 com-
pared to the base case of first year.
• Being a sophomore decreases grades an average of .85373 compared to
the base case of being a first year.
• Being a senior decreases grades an average of .31048 compared to the
base case of being a first year.
• Answering ETgoals as Some decreases grades .38223 compared to the
base case of answering Very Little.
After removing the insignificant variables from this model, no variables
remained, but it is important to note that RIsocietal remained significant at
all of its factor level.
4.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression
The model for grades looks like the following:
log
(
P (A−)
P (A)
)
= β10 + β11 (RISocietal = Some) + ...+ β1k (greek)
log
(
P (B+)
P (A)
)
= β20 + β21 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β2k (greek)
...
log
(
P (≤ C−)
P (A)
)
= β70 + β71 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β7k (greek)
The output from this model is below. Under a null hypothesis of having
no effect, each variable with a “*” is significant at the 5% significance level.
Each variable with a “**” is significant at the 1% significance level. Each
variable with a “***” next to the p-val is significant in the model at the .1%
significance level.
Equation for A- vs A:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 3.239e+01 5.401e+04 0.001 0.9995
RIsocietalOften 2.161e+01 2.859e+04 0.001 0.9994
RIsocietalSometimes 2.187e+01 2.859e+04 0.001 0.9994
RIsocietalVeryOften 2.074e+01 2.859e+04 0.001 0.9994
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RIownviewOften 1.802e+00 8.972e-01 2.009 0.0446 *
RIownviewSometimes 1.663e+00 8.888e-01 1.871 0.0614 .
RIownviewVeryOften 2.087e+00 9.369e-01 2.228 0.0259 *
RInewviewOften -9.782e-01 1.444e+00 -0.677 0.4981
RInewviewSometimes -9.338e-01 1.445e+00 -0.646 0.5180
RInewviewVeryOften -1.124e+00 1.454e+00 -0.773 0.4397
RIconnectOften -5.570e+01 4.590e+04 -0.001 0.9990
RIconnectSometimes -5.560e+01 4.590e+04 -0.001 0.9990
RIconnectVeryOften -5.560e+01 4.590e+04 -0.001 0.9990
HOformSome -3.105e-02 2.831e-01 -0.110 0.9127
HOformVeryLittle -1.986e+00 1.030e+00 -1.927 0.0539 .
HOformVeryMuch -1.462e-01 2.770e-01 -0.528 0.5975
ETgoalsSome 3.725e-01 3.661e-01 1.017 0.3089
ETgoalsVeryLittle -2.721e+01 4.103e+04 -0.001 0.9995
ETgoalsVeryMuch 3.436e-02 2.636e-01 0.130 0.8963
ETexampleSome 9.372e-03 3.409e-01 0.027 0.9781
ETexampleVeryLittle 1.239e+00 1.496e+00 0.829 0.4073
ETexampleVeryMuch -7.528e-02 2.726e-01 -0.276 0.7825
LSreadingOften 4.350e-01 1.215e+00 0.358 0.7203
LSreadingSometimes 1.330e+00 1.237e+00 1.076 0.2821
LSreadingVeryOften 4.450e-01 1.229e+00 0.362 0.7173
pgwriteSome 5.188e-01 3.295e-01 1.575 0.1153
pgwriteVeryLittle 1.533e+00 1.137e+00 1.349 0.1774
pgwriteVeryMuch 2.629e-01 2.958e-01 0.889 0.3741
pgspeakSome -8.658e-02 3.168e-01 -0.273 0.7846
pgspeakVeryLittle -3.602e-01 6.178e-01 -0.583 0.5598
pgspeakVeryMuch 9.720e-02 3.013e-01 0.323 0.7470
pgthinkSome -2.892e-01 4.044e-01 -0.715 0.4745
pgthinkVeryLittle -1.798e+00 1.664e+00 -1.080 0.2801
pgthinkVeryMuch 4.801e-01 2.827e-01 1.698 0.0894 .
pgworkSome -9.939e-02 2.910e-01 -0.341 0.7327
pgworkVeryLittle 1.660e-01 5.521e-01 0.301 0.7637
pgworkVeryMuch -2.653e-01 3.068e-01 -0.865 0.3872
pgothersSome 1.891e-01 3.224e-01 0.587 0.5574
pgothersVeryLittle 6.749e-02 9.846e-01 0.069 0.9454
pgothersVeryMuch -4.703e-01 3.173e-01 -1.482 0.1384
pgvaluesSome -4.420e-02 3.189e-01 -0.139 0.8898
pgvaluesVeryLittle 6.786e-02 6.686e-01 0.102 0.9191
pgvaluesVeryMuch 5.002e-01 3.356e-01 1.491 0.1361
pgdiverseSome 4.524e-02 2.926e-01 0.155 0.8771
pgdiverseVeryLittle -1.254e-01 5.480e-01 -0.229 0.8190
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pgdiverseVeryMuch 3.452e-03 3.527e-01 0.010 0.9922
pgprobsolveSome -2.882e-02 3.050e-01 -0.094 0.9247
pgprobsolveVeryLittle 7.798e-01 6.557e-01 1.189 0.2344
pgprobsolveVeryMuch 5.886e-01 3.457e-01 1.703 0.0886 .
pgcitizenSome -8.431e-02 3.010e-01 -0.280 0.7794
pgcitizenVeryLittle 4.198e-01 5.660e-01 0.742 0.4583
pgcitizenVeryMuch -4.235e-01 3.221e-01 -1.315 0.1886
MAJnumOneMajor 2.028e-01 2.476e-01 0.819 0.4128
majoridArtsHumanities -4.856e-01 8.572e-01 -0.566 0.5711
majoridBiologicalSciences -1.185e+00 8.896e-01 -1.332 0.1827
majoridBusiness 3.453e-01 8.402e-01 0.411 0.6811
majoridCommunications -7.786e-01 8.813e-01 -0.883 0.3770
majoridEducation -7.060e-02 8.754e-01 -0.081 0.9357
majoridEngineering -1.348e-01 1.354e+00 -0.100 0.9207
majoridHealthProfessions -7.215e-01 8.306e-01 -0.869 0.3850
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience -9.856e-01 9.048e-01 -1.089 0.2760
majoridSocialScience -7.450e-01 8.623e-01 -0.864 0.3876
majoridSocialServices 9.481e-02 1.074e+00 0.088 0.9297
majoridUndecided -1.851e+00 1.417e+00 -1.306 0.1914
classJunior -2.028e-01 4.588e-01 -0.442 0.6586
classSenior 3.145e-01 2.570e-01 1.224 0.2210
classSophomore 8.673e-01 7.478e-01 1.160 0.2461
classUnclassified 1.523e+00 8.052e-01 1.891 0.0586 .
Equation for B vs A:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 4.029e+01 4.241e+04 0.001 0.99924
RIsocietalOften -1.800e+00 8.934e-01 -2.015 0.04388 *
RIsocietalSometimes -1.678e+00 8.799e-01 -1.906 0.05659 .
RIsocietalVeryOften -2.128e+00 9.401e-01 -2.264 0.02360 *
RIownviewOften 1.245e-01 7.012e-01 0.178 0.85908
RIownviewSometimes -1.583e-01 6.866e-01 -0.231 0.81769
RIownviewVeryOften 7.458e-01 7.630e-01 0.977 0.32833
RInewviewOften -9.023e-01 1.363e+00 -0.662 0.50787
RInewviewSometimes -1.367e+00 1.365e+00 -1.001 0.31678
RInewviewVeryOften -1.650e+00 1.388e+00 -1.189 0.23437
RIconnectOften -3.695e+01 4.241e+04 -0.001 0.99930
RIconnectSometimes -3.646e+01 4.241e+04 -0.001 0.99931
RIconnectVeryOften -3.679e+01 4.241e+04 -0.001 0.99931
HOformSome -6.787e-01 3.735e-01 -1.817 0.06918 .
HOformVeryLittle -1.447e-01 8.920e-01 -0.162 0.87117
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HOformVeryMuch -9.474e-01 3.931e-01 -2.410 0.01595 *
ETgoalsSome 1.015e+00 4.664e-01 2.177 0.02950 *
ETgoalsVeryLittle 1.669e+00 1.139e+00 1.466 0.14265
ETgoalsVeryMuch 1.524e-01 3.412e-01 0.447 0.65509
ETexampleSome 1.930e-01 4.423e-01 0.436 0.66250
ETexampleVeryLittle 1.233e+00 1.518e+00 0.812 0.41674
ETexampleVeryMuch 4.364e-02 3.579e-01 0.122 0.90294
LSreadingOften -1.309e+00 1.217e+00 -1.075 0.28216
LSreadingSometimes -9.056e-01 1.244e+00 -0.728 0.46666
LSreadingVeryOften -1.592e+00 1.243e+00 -1.280 0.20052
pgwriteSome 1.805e-01 4.178e-01 0.432 0.66561
pgwriteVeryLittle 1.162e+00 1.276e+00 0.911 0.36249
pgwriteVeryMuch -2.613e-01 3.916e-01 -0.667 0.50460
pgspeakSome 4.665e-02 4.045e-01 0.115 0.90818
pgspeakVeryLittle -1.563e+00 1.143e+00 -1.367 0.17164
pgspeakVeryMuch 1.553e-01 3.925e-01 0.396 0.69225
pgthinkSome -2.700e-01 5.029e-01 -0.537 0.59132
pgthinkVeryLittle -2.247e+01 1.587e+04 -0.001 0.99887
pgthinkVeryMuch 4.726e-01 3.686e-01 1.282 0.19981
pgworkSome -1.354e-01 3.773e-01 -0.359 0.71975
pgworkVeryLittle 1.441e-01 7.119e-01 0.202 0.83959
pgworkVeryMuch -4.190e-01 4.182e-01 -1.002 0.31637
pgothersSome -7.042e-01 4.391e-01 -1.604 0.10880
pgothersVeryLittle 5.788e-01 1.363e+00 0.425 0.67110
pgothersVeryMuch -7.639e-01 4.181e-01 -1.827 0.06766 .
pgvaluesSome 5.470e-01 4.046e-01 1.352 0.17646
pgvaluesVeryLittle -2.605e-02 8.082e-01 -0.032 0.97429
pgvaluesVeryMuch 4.906e-01 4.443e-01 1.104 0.26947
pgdiverseSome 2.462e-01 3.699e-01 0.666 0.50564
pgdiverseVeryLittle 8.314e-01 6.151e-01 1.352 0.17652
pgdiverseVeryMuch 5.955e-02 4.718e-01 0.126 0.89956
pgprobsolveSome -1.749e-01 4.004e-01 -0.437 0.66231
pgprobsolveVeryLittle 1.664e-01 8.694e-01 0.191 0.84823
pgprobsolveVeryMuch 7.896e-02 4.560e-01 0.173 0.86254
pgcitizenSome -3.646e-01 4.090e-01 -0.891 0.37272
pgcitizenVeryLittle 1.805e-01 7.141e-01 0.253 0.80039
pgcitizenVeryMuch 3.629e-01 4.219e-01 0.860 0.38969
MAJnumOneMajor 5.125e-01 3.241e-01 1.581 0.11380
majoridArtsHumanities -8.316e-01 9.904e-01 -0.840 0.40110
majoridBiologicalSciences -8.416e-01 1.022e+00 -0.823 0.41026
majoridBusiness 2.454e-01 9.527e-01 0.258 0.79673
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majoridCommunications -1.793e+00 1.065e+00 -1.684 0.09209 .
majoridEducation -2.633e+00 1.209e+00 -2.178 0.02938 *
majoridEngineering 9.477e-01 1.447e+00 0.655 0.51235
majoridHealthProfessions -1.241e+00 9.671e-01 -1.283 0.19936
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience -5.131e-01 1.002e+00 -0.512 0.60862
majoridSocialScience -1.410e+00 1.011e+00 -1.395 0.16291
majoridSocialServices -1.082e+00 1.475e+00 -0.733 0.46345
majoridUndecided -1.693e+00 1.521e+00 -1.113 0.26584
classJunior -5.431e-01 6.663e-01 -0.815 0.41500
classSenior 4.834e-01 3.381e-01 1.430 0.15277
classSophomore 6.620e-01 9.009e-01 0.735 0.46246
classUnclassified 2.302e+00 8.263e-01 2.786 0.00534 **
Equation for B- vs A:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -1.289e+01 7.384e+04 0.000 0.99986
RIsocietalOften -1.732e+00 2.621e+00 -0.661 0.50868
RIsocietalSometimes -2.800e+00 2.466e+00 -1.136 0.25611
RIsocietalVeryOften -1.554e+00 2.816e+00 -0.552 0.58106
RIownviewOften -8.444e-03 2.199e+00 -0.004 0.99694
RIownviewSometimes 4.272e-01 2.030e+00 0.210 0.83331
RIownviewVeryOften 4.101e+00 2.646e+00 1.550 0.12114
RInewviewOften 2.220e+01 1.823e+04 0.001 0.99903
RInewviewSometimes 2.334e+01 1.823e+04 0.001 0.99898
RInewviewVeryOften 1.924e+01 1.823e+04 0.001 0.99916
RIconnectOften -5.496e+01 6.564e+04 -0.001 0.99933
RIconnectSometimes -5.444e+01 6.564e+04 -0.001 0.99934
RIconnectVeryOften -5.740e+01 6.564e+04 -0.001 0.99930
HOformSome -5.854e-01 1.040e+00 -0.563 0.57359
HOformVeryLittle -1.901e+01 1.812e+04 -0.001 0.99916
HOformVeryMuch 2.353e+00 1.066e+00 2.207 0.02734 *
ETgoalsSome 6.790e-01 1.211e+00 0.561 0.57504
ETgoalsVeryLittle -2.242e+01 2.514e+04 -0.001 0.99929
ETgoalsVeryMuch 3.008e-01 1.245e+00 0.242 0.80901
ETexampleSome -2.232e-01 1.047e+00 -0.213 0.83129
ETexampleVeryLittle -1.360e+01 1.871e+04 -0.001 0.99942
ETexampleVeryMuch -2.460e+00 1.301e+00 -1.892 0.05853 .
LSreadingOften 2.034e+01 2.252e+04 0.001 0.99928
LSreadingSometimes 2.034e+01 2.252e+04 0.001 0.99928
LSreadingVeryOften 1.840e+01 2.252e+04 0.001 0.99935
pgwriteSome -2.206e+00 1.182e+00 -1.867 0.06193 .
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pgwriteVeryLittle -2.011e-01 2.578e+00 -0.078 0.93784
pgwriteVeryMuch -1.999e+00 1.752e+00 -1.141 0.25380
pgspeakSome -1.251e+00 1.089e+00 -1.149 0.25067
pgspeakVeryLittle 3.219e+00 2.525e+00 1.275 0.20245
pgspeakVeryMuch -4.626e-01 1.610e+00 -0.287 0.77389
pgthinkSome -5.369e-01 1.271e+00 -0.423 0.67265
pgthinkVeryLittle -2.282e+01 2.437e+04 -0.001 0.99925
pgthinkVeryMuch -1.406e+00 1.389e+00 -1.012 0.31137
pgworkSome 8.375e-01 1.178e+00 0.711 0.47715
pgworkVeryLittle -7.081e-02 1.802e+00 -0.039 0.96865
pgworkVeryMuch 1.564e-01 1.447e+00 0.108 0.91396
pgothersSome 9.611e-01 1.097e+00 0.876 0.38105
pgothersVeryLittle -1.778e+01 1.708e+04 -0.001 0.99917
pgothersVeryMuch -1.082e-01 1.376e+00 -0.079 0.93731
pgvaluesSome 1.394e+00 1.251e+00 1.114 0.26516
pgvaluesVeryLittle -1.606e+00 2.593e+00 -0.619 0.53564
pgvaluesVeryMuch -1.485e+00 1.799e+00 -0.825 0.40917
pgdiverseSome -2.264e-01 1.166e+00 -0.194 0.84597
pgdiverseVeryLittle 2.096e-01 1.700e+00 0.123 0.90189
pgdiverseVeryMuch 1.779e+00 1.426e+00 1.248 0.21202
pgprobsolveSome 2.965e+00 1.368e+00 2.167 0.03024 *
pgprobsolveVeryLittle 6.738e+00 2.428e+00 2.775 0.00552 **
pgprobsolveVeryMuch 4.178e+00 1.791e+00 2.332 0.01968 *
pgcitizenSome -2.484e+00 1.135e+00 -2.188 0.02865 *
pgcitizenVeryLittle -2.638e+00 1.815e+00 -1.454 0.14608
pgcitizenVeryMuch -2.036e+00 1.402e+00 -1.452 0.14642
MAJnumOneMajor 2.819e+00 1.407e+00 2.004 0.04507 *
majoridArtsHumanities 1.541e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99931
majoridBiologicalSciences 2.206e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99902
majoridBusiness 2.000e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99911
majoridCommunications -1.342e-01 2.016e+04 0.000 0.99999
majoridEducation 1.922e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99915
majoridEngineering 2.537e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99887
majoridHealthProfessions 2.014e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99910
majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience 2.291e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99898
majoridSocialScience -1.262e+00 1.927e+04 0.000 0.99995
majoridSocialServices -1.194e+00 2.356e+04 0.000 0.99996
majoridUndecided 2.455e+01 1.794e+04 0.001 0.99891
classJunior 2.369e+00 2.036e+00 1.163 0.24465
classSenior 1.856e+00 1.164e+00 1.595 0.11080
classSophomore 4.068e+00 2.680e+00 1.518 0.12909
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classUnclassified 5.568e+00 1.837e+00 3.031 0.00244 **
Equation for B+ vs A:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
B+~(Intercept) -4.097e+00 5.900e+04 0.000 0.999945
B+~RIsocietalOften -2.439e+00 1.010e+00 -2.415 0.015749 *
B+~RIsocietalSometimes -1.882e+00 9.939e-01 -1.893 0.058311 .
B+~RIsocietalVeryOften -2.343e+00 1.045e+00 -2.242 0.024981 *
B+~RIownviewOften 1.898e+00 9.352e-01 2.029 0.042419 *
B+~RIownviewSometimes 1.950e+00 9.299e-01 2.097 0.035971 *
B+~RIownviewVeryOften 1.895e+00 9.807e-01 1.933 0.053276 .
B+~RInewviewOften -9.782e-01 1.489e+00 -0.657 0.511290
B+~RInewviewSometimes -7.328e-01 1.486e+00 -0.493 0.621868
B+~RInewviewVeryOften -1.482e+00 1.507e+00 -0.984 0.325262
B+~RIconnectOften -1.734e+01 5.362e+04 0.000 0.999742
B+~RIconnectSometimes -1.666e+01 5.362e+04 0.000 0.999752
B+~RIconnectVeryOften -1.673e+01 5.362e+04 0.000 0.999751
B+~HOformSome -1.103e+00 3.926e-01 -2.809 0.004964 **
B+~HOformVeryLittle -6.623e-01 1.093e+00 -0.606 0.544467
B+~HOformVeryMuch -7.669e-02 3.473e-01 -0.221 0.825248
B+~ETgoalsSome 1.439e+00 4.261e-01 3.377 0.000732 ***
B+~ETgoalsVeryLittle 5.479e-01 1.401e+00 0.391 0.695683
B+~ETgoalsVeryMuch -3.014e-02 3.435e-01 -0.088 0.930065
B+~ETexampleSome -9.837e-02 4.213e-01 -0.233 0.815387
B+~ETexampleVeryLittle 7.843e-01 1.795e+00 0.437 0.662119
B+~ETexampleVeryMuch 4.175e-02 3.470e-01 0.120 0.904220
B+~LSreadingOften 2.143e+01 2.470e+04 0.001 0.999308
B+~LSreadingSometimes 2.167e+01 2.470e+04 0.001 0.999300
B+~LSreadingVeryOften 2.032e+01 2.470e+04 0.001 0.999343
B+~pgwriteSome 2.630e-01 4.091e-01 0.643 0.520296
B+~pgwriteVeryLittle -2.023e+01 1.888e+04 -0.001 0.999145
B+~pgwriteVeryMuch -8.113e-01 3.834e-01 -2.116 0.034359 *
B+~pgspeakSome 1.951e-01 3.909e-01 0.499 0.617611
B+~pgspeakVeryLittle -6.126e-01 1.031e+00 -0.594 0.552461
B+~pgspeakVeryMuch -2.446e-01 3.837e-01 -0.637 0.523878
B+~pgthinkSome -1.113e+00 5.474e-01 -2.033 0.042071 *
B+~pgthinkVeryLittle -9.981e-01 3.964e+04 0.000 0.999980
B+~pgthinkVeryMuch 5.942e-01 3.643e-01 1.631 0.102898
B+~pgworkSome -4.003e-01 3.859e-01 -1.037 0.299565
B+~pgworkVeryLittle 1.474e+00 6.523e-01 2.260 0.023832 *
B+~pgworkVeryMuch -5.723e-01 4.025e-01 -1.422 0.155024
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B+~pgothersSome -2.315e-02 4.199e-01 -0.055 0.956023
B+~pgothersVeryLittle -2.277e+00 1.790e+00 -1.272 0.203406
B+~pgothersVeryMuch -5.549e-01 4.068e-01 -1.364 0.172605
B+~pgvaluesSome 9.046e-01 4.235e-01 2.136 0.032695 *
B+~pgvaluesVeryLittle 1.846e+00 7.651e-01 2.413 0.015837 *
B+~pgvaluesVeryMuch 1.380e+00 4.279e-01 3.226 0.001255 **
B+~pgdiverseSome -5.795e-01 3.944e-01 -1.469 0.141755
B+~pgdiverseVeryLittle 9.240e-02 6.580e-01 0.140 0.888326
B+~pgdiverseVeryMuch 4.550e-01 4.183e-01 1.088 0.276794
B+~pgprobsolveSome -3.112e-01 4.138e-01 -0.752 0.451979
B+~pgprobsolveVeryLittle -9.953e-02 8.960e-01 -0.111 0.911555
B+~pgprobsolveVeryMuch 4.593e-01 4.413e-01 1.041 0.297949
B+~pgcitizenSome -3.643e-01 4.023e-01 -0.906 0.365164
B+~pgcitizenVeryLittle -6.531e-01 7.960e-01 -0.820 0.411945
B+~pgcitizenVeryMuch -3.931e-01 4.086e-01 -0.962 0.335918
B+~MAJnumOneMajor 4.723e-01 3.127e-01 1.510 0.130959
B+~majoridArtsHumanities -6.266e-01 1.096e+00 -0.572 0.567357
B+~majoridBiologicalSciences -4.891e-01 1.123e+00 -0.436 0.663090
B+~majoridBusiness 1.039e+00 1.044e+00 0.995 0.319546
B+~majoridCommunications -5.770e-01 1.094e+00 -0.527 0.597967
B+~majoridEducation -4.509e-01 1.100e+00 -0.410 0.681889
B+~majoridEngineering 7.971e-01 1.538e+00 0.518 0.604311
B+~majoridHealthProfessions -5.825e-01 1.054e+00 -0.553 0.580309
B+~majoridPhysicsMathComputerScience 2.592e-01 1.091e+00 0.238 0.812175
B+~majoridSocialScience -2.697e-01 1.063e+00 -0.254 0.799662
B+~majoridSocialServices 7.216e-01 1.255e+00 0.575 0.565206
B+~majoridUndecided -1.193e+00 1.594e+00 -0.748 0.454395
B+~classJunior -2.041e+00 1.118e+00 -1.825 0.068048 .
B+~classSenior 8.479e-01 3.147e-01 2.694 0.007064 **
B+~classSophomore 4.158e-01 9.963e-01 0.417 0.676435
B+~classUnclassified -1.330e-01 1.312e+00 -0.101 0.919279
None of the variables at levels below B- had any significant variables so
these outputs were omitted. This output indicates that the significant vari-
ables were RIsocietal=Often/sometimes/very often, RIownview=often/very
often, ETgoals=some, HOform=very much/some, pgwrite=very much, pg-
values=some/very much/very little, pgthink=some, pgvalues=very much,
pgprobsolve=some/very little/very much, pgcitizen=some, class=senior/unclassified,
majorid=education, majnum=one major.
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The interpretation of these variables goes as follows:
• Answering RIownview as “Often” increases the log odds of A- grades
instead of A grades 1.802 compared to the base case of very little.
• Answering RIownview as “Very Often” increases the log odds A- grades
instead of A grades 2.087 as compared to the base case of very little.
• Answering RIsocietal as “Often decreases” the log odds of B grades
instead of A grades 1.800 as compared to the base case of very little.
4.3 Generalized Linear Mixed Model - Logis-
tic Regression
As with the GLMM logistic model for experience, the best choices for ran-
dom effects were chosen via minimizing the AIC and BIC.
The model looks like:
log
(
P (Agrades)
1− P (GradeslessthanA)
)
= β0 + β1 (RIsocietal = V eryOften)
+β2 (RIsocietal = Some) + β3 (RIsocietal = Often) + β4 (RIownview = some)
+...+ β56 (greek = yes) + u1 (majorid)
where βk are the coefficients of the mixed effects models which can be seen
in the output and u1 is the coefficient of the random effects variable.
The output for this model is below. Under a null hypothesis of having
no effect, each variable with a “*” is significant at the 5% significance level.
Each variable with a “**” is significant at the 1% significance level. Each
variable with a “***” next to the p-val is significant in the model at the .1%
significance level.
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
893.5 1157.2 -388.7 777.5 639
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
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majorid (Intercept) 0.1983 0.4453
Number of obs: 560, groups: majorid, 12
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -31.697147 148.350785 -0.214 0.83081
RIsocietalOften 1.763372 0.877398 2.010 0.04446 *
RIsocietalSometimes 1.725517 0.864518 1.996 0.04594 *
RIsocietalVeryOften 1.716668 0.904319 1.898 0.05766 .
RIownviewOften 0.044330 0.607590 0.073 0.94184
RIownviewSometimes 0.032351 0.601232 0.054 0.95709
RIownviewVeryOften -0.153430 0.655649 -0.234 0.81498
RInewviewOften 0.994906 1.023753 0.972 0.33114
RInewviewSometimes 0.948788 1.017897 0.932 0.35128
RInewviewVeryOften 1.221667 1.033033 1.183 0.23697
RIconnectOften 29.899686 148.332736 0.202 0.84025
RIconnectSometimes 29.451915 148.332652 0.199 0.84261
RIconnectVeryOften 29.766510 148.332953 0.201 0.84095
HOformSome 0.895077 0.286403 3.125 0.00178 **
HOformVeryLittle 0.888744 0.847581 1.049 0.29438
HOformVeryMuch 0.235273 0.278013 0.846 0.39740
ETgoalsSome -0.782985 0.331378 -2.363 0.01814 *
ETgoalsVeryLittle -1.546450 1.017695 -1.520 0.12862
ETgoalsVeryMuch 0.096882 0.262970 0.368 0.71257
ETexampleSome -0.249813 0.325286 -0.768 0.44250
ETexampleVeryLittle -0.902421 1.100381 -0.820 0.41216
ETexampleVeryMuch 0.018126 0.265813 0.068 0.94563
LSreadingOften -0.269470 0.938504 -0.287 0.77401
LSreadingSometimes 0.132356 0.950016 0.139 0.88920
LSreadingVeryOften 0.612500 0.951736 0.644 0.51986
pgwriteSome 0.002019 0.306827 0.007 0.99475
pgwriteVeryLittle -0.605967 0.905992 -0.669 0.50360
pgwriteVeryMuch 0.569956 0.298085 1.912 0.05587 .
pgspeakSome -0.168751 0.296682 -0.569 0.56950
pgspeakVeryLittle 0.847518 0.770255 1.100 0.27120
pgspeakVeryMuch 0.113065 0.301078 0.376 0.70726
pgthinkSome 0.525807 0.394394 1.333 0.18247
pgthinkVeryLittle 18.151548 296.639424 0.061 0.95121
pgthinkVeryMuch -0.413659 0.280510 -1.475 0.14030
pgworkSome 0.273105 0.300405 0.909 0.36328
pgworkVeryLittle -0.769440 0.500166 -1.538 0.12396
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pgworkVeryMuch 0.217016 0.313021 0.693 0.48812
pgothersSome 0.136308 0.312754 0.436 0.66296
pgothersVeryLittle -0.687714 0.965950 -0.712 0.47649
pgothersVeryMuch 0.393924 0.323784 1.217 0.22375
pgvaluesSome -0.632110 0.310498 -2.036 0.04177 *
pgvaluesVeryLittle -0.664321 0.580139 -1.145 0.25217
pgvaluesVeryMuch -0.677275 0.334221 -2.026 0.04272 *
pgdiverseSome 0.134493 0.289567 0.464 0.64232
pgdiverseVeryLittle -0.245128 0.498517 -0.492 0.62292
pgdiverseVeryMuch -0.097175 0.344699 -0.282 0.77801
pgprobsolveSome 0.112753 0.300769 0.375 0.70775
pgprobsolveVeryLittle -0.072797 0.625965 -0.116 0.90742
pgprobsolveVeryMuch -0.170419 0.354903 -0.480 0.63110
pgcitizenSome 0.268148 0.300690 0.892 0.37251
pgcitizenVeryLittle 0.482320 0.560791 0.860 0.38975
pgcitizenVeryMuch -0.083148 0.325304 -0.256 0.79826
MAJnumOneMajor -0.303707 0.240793 -1.261 0.20721
classJunior 0.929225 0.621035 1.496 0.13459
classSenior -0.787598 0.249590 -3.156 0.00160 **
classSophomore -0.686155 0.658349 -1.042 0.29730
classUnclassified -1.177514 0.592741 -1.987 0.04697 *
greekYes 0.554468 0.217749 2.546 0.01089 *
As with all of the prior regression models, insignificant terms were dropped
from this model until only significant terms were left. The following model
is the best option for attempting that. Dropping any further terms left the
model with no significant variables. This model is as follows:
log
(
P (Agrades)
1− P (GradeslessthanA)
)
= β0 + β1 (RIsocietal = V eryOften)
+β2 (RIsocietal = Some) + β3 (RIsocietal = V eryOften)
+β4 (RIconnect = V eryOften) + β5 (ETgoals = some)
+β6 (PgV alues = Some) + u1 (majorid)
where βk are the coefficients of the mixed effects models and uk are the
coefficients of the random effects variables.
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
717.7 752.4 -350.9 701.7 552
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Scaled residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-1.7760 -1.2203 0.6253 0.6845 2.0785
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
majorid (Intercept) 0.107 0.3271
Number of obs: 560, groups: majorid, 12
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -1.13564 0.68026 -1.669 0.09503 .
RIsocietalOften 1.98380 0.67715 2.930 0.00339 **
RIsocietalSometimes 1.93427 0.67626 2.860 0.00423 **
RIsocietalVeryOften 1.95804 0.70187 2.790 0.00528 **
I(RIconnect == "VeryOften")TRUE -0.01669 0.21799 -0.077 0.93898
I(ETgoals == "Some")TRUE -0.46573 0.26243 -1.775 0.07595 .
I(pgvalues == "Some")TRUE -0.07274 0.21346 -0.341 0.73330
---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
The interpretations of the significant effects in the model are as follows:
• The log odds of receiving A grades rather than any other grade increases
an average of 1.98380 when RIsocietal changes from very little to often.
• The log odds of receiving A grades rather than any other grade in-
creases an average of 1.93427 when RIsocietal changes from very little
to sometimes.
• The log odds of receiving A grades rather than any other grade increases
an average of 1.98380 when RIsocietal changes from very little to very
often.
4.4 Decision Tree Classification
Comparing the significant output variables to that which comes up in the
decision tree classification is once again interesting. There are factors from
two decision trees to consider the first is for the logistic A grades vs everything
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else logistic case. The output is read where the nodes ending in 1 represent
A grades, and the nodes ending in 0 represent any other grades:
Figure 4.1: Decison Tree Classification
The only variable that shows up in this classification that also shows up
significant in the logistic regression is HOform.
The next decison tree for grades is the multinomial response. In this
output, the nodes that end in 8 correspond to A grades, 7 nodes correspond
to A-, 6 nodes correspond to B+ grades, and 5 nodes correspond to B grades.
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Figure 4.2: Decison Tree Classification
The variables that show up as significant in the multinomial regression
that also show up in the classification are RIsocietal, RIownview, majorid,
and pgcitizen.
Overall, these outputs give reason to believe that the variables which are
significant in predicting student performance are HOform, ETgoals, RIown-
view, RIsocietal, and class.
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4.5 Summary
In summary, the linear model for grades shows Greek life involvement has a
significant positive effect on grades while any class standing and “only some
discussion” of course goals and objective had negative effects.
The multinomial logistic model with random effects shows that courses
that often ask students to address their own views(RIownveiw) have a pos-
itive effect on grades. Courses that often and very often ask students to
connect(RIconnect) their learning to societal issues have a significant neg-
ative effect on grades. Students who feel that they have often been asked
to formulate(HOform) new ideas based on their learning have lower grades.
Courses that address some of their goals(ETgoals) and objectives have a pos-
itive effect on grades. Answering majorID with Education has a significant
negative effect on grades. Answering class with unclassified has a negative
effect on grades. Students who feel their courses contributed to their problem
solving skills(pgprobsolve) receive higher grades. Students with one major
receive higher grades. Students whose coursework makes them feel like an in-
formed citizen(pgcitizen) receive higher grades. Students who feel like their
courses contribute to their thinking skills (pgthink) receive higher grades.
Answering class as senior has a significant positive effect on grades.
From the logistic regression with random effects we know that students
whose courses ask them to address societal problems(RIsocietal) receive higher
grades. Students whose courses have outlines to address the course goals and
objectives(ETgoals) have a negative effect on grades. Students who feel their
courses have contributed to their values(pgvalues) receive lower grades. Stu-
dents who respond senior and unclassified to their class receive lower grades.
Those involved in Greek life receive higher grades.
Once again, by combining these variables, the variables that are signifi-
cant when predicting student grades or performance are whether or not they
are involved in Greek life, and ETgoals.
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Chapter 5
Predicting Student
Performance and Experience
5.1 Models and their variables
For both the student performance and student experience models, the same
regression models that were used for significant variable identification can
be used for predicting performance and experience. The models used for
prediction are the models found in chapters 3 and 4 with the insignificant
variables removed. The models for each response variable are found below.
5.1.1 Experience Models
Linear Regression
The linear regression model used for predicting experience at Butler Univer-
sity is:
experience = β0 + β1 (ETexampleSome) + β2 (pgworkV eryLittle) +
+β3 (pgworkSome) + β4 (pgothersV eryMuch) + β5 (classSenior)
+β6 (greekY es) + 
where βk corresponds to the regression coefficient for variable xk
GLMM Logistic Regression
The Generalized Linear Mixed Model (logistic regression) used for predicting
experience is:
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log
(
P (NotExcellentExperience)
1− P (ExcellentExperience)
)
= β0 + β1 (grades = A−)
+β2 (grades = B+) + ...+ βk (grades)
+u1 (majorid) + u2 (class) + u3 (MAJnum) + 
where βk are the coefficients of the mixed effects models and uk are the
coefficients of the random effects variables.
Multinomial Logistic Regression
The multinomial logistic regression used to predict experience is:
log
(
P (good)
P (excellent)
)
= β10 + β11 (RISocietal = Some) + ...+ β1k (greek) + 
log
(
P (fair)
P (excellent)
)
= β20 + β21 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β2k (greek) + 
log
(
P (poor)
P (excellent)
)
= β30 + β31 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β3k (greek) + 
where βjk are the regression coefficients for each predictor variable xmn
5.1.2 Grade Models
Linear Regression
The Multiple linear regression model used to predict grades is:
grades = β0 + β1 (greekY es) + β2 (ClassUnclassified)
+β3 (ClassSophomore) + β4 (ClassSenior) + β5 (ETgoalsSome) + 
where βk are the regression coefficients for each predictor variable xi.
GLMM Logistic Regression
The generalized linear mixed model (logistic regression) used to predict
grades is:
log
(
P (Agrades)
1− P (GradeslessthanA)
)
= β0 + β1 (RIsocietal = V eryOften) +
β2 (RIsocietal = Some) + β3 (RIsocietal = V eryOften) + β4 (RIconnect = V eryOften)
+β5 (ETgoals = some) + β6 (PgV alues = Some) + u1 (majorid) + 
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where βk are the coefficients of the mixed effects models and uk are the
coefficients of the random effects variables
Multinomial Logistic Regression
The multinomial logistic regression model used to predict grades is:
log
(
P (A−)
P (A)
)
= β10 + β11 (RISocietal = Some) + ...+ β1k (greek) + 
log
(
P (B+)
P (A)
)
= β20 + β21 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β2k (greek) + 
...
log
(
P (≤ C−)
P (A)
)
= β70 + β71 (RIsocietal = Some) + ...+ β7k (greek) + 
where βjk are the regression coefficients for each predictor variable xmn.
5.2 Prediction Accuracy
In order to make predictions with this data, there must be a “test” dataset
against which to compare results. The test data was achieved by separating
20% of the full data off. The models were built using the remaining 80% as
a “train” data set, and then the models were run against the test dataset so
that predictions could be compared with the true values.
To compare the results of these model accuracy must be compared, since
a goal of this research was to predict student experience and participation.
The following table compares the model accuracy rates of several models dis-
cussed. It is easy to see that logistic models (those with a binary response)
were more successful than multinomial models. Logistic regression and Naive
Bayes tended to have the highest model accuracy at almost 70%.
Model Accuracy Grades Experience
Linear Regression 29.19% 31.39%
Logistic Regression 68.61% 67.88%
Naive Bayes (binary response) 67.88% 68.61%
Naive Bayes(Multinomial Response) 33.58% 53.28%
Decision Tree (binary response) 63.50% 59.12%
Decision Tree (Multinomial Response) 35.77% 57.66%
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5.3 Receiver Operating Curve
Next is a table of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve. The ROC
curve is a graphical plot that allows a binary model to be evaluated. The
horizontal axis of an ROC curve plots sensitivity to specificity. The area
under the ROC curve (AUC) is a numerical value that, when maximized,
identifies models with higher likelihoods of accurate predictions.
• Sensitivity is the proportion of observed positives that were predicted
to be positive.
• Specificity is the proportion of observed negatives that were predicted
to be negatives.
In other words, sensitivity and specificity are numerical values that indi-
cate a correct classification or correct prediction in a binary outcome. The
closer this ratio is to 1, the more correctly classified/predicted values the
model indicates. This can be better viewed by considering the following
table:
Model Prediction
No Yes
True Outcome No True Negative (a) False Positive (b)
Yes False Negative (c) True Positive (d)
Now it is easy to see that:
sensitivity = d/(c+ d)
specificity = a/(a+ b)
A graph of the logistic/binary response models for grades and experience
is included below.
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Figure 5.1: ROC Curves of Grades
Figure 5.2: ROC Curves of Experience
More area under a model’s line is an indicator that it is a better model.
These areas correspond to the AUC values listed in the table following the
graph. Figure 5.1 illustrates the ROC curves for predicting grades in binary
models. Naive Bayes classification had the best ROC curve, followed by
the logistic regression, and finally the decision tree classification. Figure 5.2
illustrates the ROC curves for predicting experience in the binary models.
Naive Bayes classification had the best ROC curve followed by Logistic Re-
gression followed by decision tree. Overall, the ROC curves for Experience
were higher than the ROC curves for grades.
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AUC Values Grades Experience
Logistic Regression .5973 .6272
Decision Tree Classification .5441 .59
Naive Bayes Classification .6279 .6857
Combining the prediction accuracy of the models with the ROC/AUC
values it is easy to see that this data is best predicted using the Naive Bayes
Classification, followed by the logistic model with random effects, and finally
the decision tree.
ROC Curves can also be predicted for multinomial logistic models. This
technique involves looking at the prediction comparisons for each level of the
model vs a base case, must like the multinomial logistic classification does.
A separate ROC curve must be created for each level of each model, so the
ROC curves are visually difficult to compare and have been omitted. Since
the same information can be compared by the AUC values, they have been
included instead. The AUC values for the multinomial predicted models are
included in the table below.
AUC Values Grades Experience
Decision Tree Classification .5373 .5973
Naive Bayes Classification .6362 .7094
The numbers in this table indicate once again that Naive Bayes Classifi-
cation was the best classification method for this dataset. It is interesting to
note that the ROC curves for the multinomial methods were higher than for
the binary methods even though the prediction accuracy was higher for the
binary methods than the multinomial methods.
5.4 Summary
From the model evaluations and model accuracy, Naive Bayes is the best
option for prediction. Naive Bayes correctly predicts whether a student re-
ceives A’s or not 67.88% of the time using only 6 predictor variables—one
being random effect and five being fixed effects. Naive Bayes can predict the
exact grade of a student 33.58% of the time. Naive Bayes predicts whether
or not a student had an excellent experience Butler 68.61% of the time using
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only 2 fixed effects and three random effects. Naive Bayes correctly predicts
the experience ranking of a student 53.28% of the time.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion
6.1 Results
The three questions addressed were identifying which factors affect the stu-
dent experience at Butler University, identifying factors that affect student
performance and grades at Butler University, and predicting student perfor-
mance and experience based on these factors. The NSSE data provided a
tool for describing and analyzing a wide range of Butler students. The data
set was new and current, arising from the 2016 survey data, and therefore
the results are extremely relevant.
6.1.1 Student Experience at Butler University
Identifying significant factors from the various models of student experience
and then combining the results yielded significant factors of
• Greek life
• Grades
• HOform
• PGprobsolve
• ETgoals
This result means that at Butler University the important factors to stu-
dent happiness first and foremost come from their grades and their affiliation
with a Greek organization. This is interesting when you consider the true
impact of the Greek community as not only social organizations but also
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Greek service communities, and Greek honor societies.
The impact of grades is another interesting variable to consider. At ev-
ery level of grades, this variable had a negative impact on experience. This
might be motivated by the fact that getting good grades takes away from
time that could be spent on leisurely fun activities while getting bad grades
might increase stress and pressure.
There is also evidence from this outcome to say that feeling like your
courses contribute to your ability to solve problems increases your overall
experience at Butler. Only sometimes discussing the goals of courses leads
to a decreased experience, while classes that require crossing and combining
previous course information increase your experience.
Each of these academic variables makes sense as a positive impact on
experience. Problem solving and creative information usage are skills that
make your college experience seem fruitful and useful, therefore increasing the
overall experience. A lower score on discussing course goals could decrease
an academic experience because it implies you do not know the direction of
your classes.
6.1.2 Student Performance in the Classroom
There were fewer significant variables in the performance models than the
experience models. The models also had a lower prediction accuracy across
the board. The skewed nature of the model could contribute to this.
The significant variables in this model were:
• Class
• Greek Life
• ETgoals
Once again, lower levels of goal discussions in courses meant lower per-
formance in class which makes sense due to lack of direction. Being involved
in Greek life has a positive effect on grades which makes sense due to the
resources and community available through Greek life. Grade level makes
sense as a significant variable because as students get older they are more
experienced at academics and courses are more directed towards their fields
of study so they get better academic grades.
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6.1.3 Predicting Experience and Performance
Making predictions from this dataset provided interesting challenges. The
skewed nature of the response variables meant that only a handful of re-
sponses were recorded for the lower ends of the spectrum. This makes multi-
nomial classifications and predictions less accurate than the binary counter-
part. For example, the Naive Bayes Classification that predicts an individ-
ual’s exact grade was 33.58% accurate while the model that predicts whether
or not an individual earned an “A” increased to 67.88%.
The lowest prediction accuracy for Experience was linear regression at
31.39% and the highest was Naive Bayes Classification at 68.81%. The low-
est prediction accuracy for grades was linear regression at 29.19% and the
highest was logistic regression at 68.61%.
6.2 Conclusion
In conclusion, with few numbers of variables, fairly accurate prediction of
grades and experience are possible. In fact, it seems there might be overlap
between the important factors in these variables. This research uses multiple
methods to provide evidence that the most important factors in these models
provide good predictions of student outcomes.
After cleaning the dataset of any observations with unanswered questions,
698 observations of 149 variables were run through Principal Component
Analysis for dimension reduction. After PCA, 22 variables remained. These
variables were then considered to identify significant factors for predicting
grades and experience.
The significant factors for predicting experience were different using lin-
ear regression, multinomial regression, and logistic mixed models. For lin-
ear regression the significant variables were ETexample, PGwork, PGothers,
and Class. The significant factors for multinomial logistic regression were
RInewview, ETgoals, ETexample PGthink, PGdiverse, PGprobsolve, Ma-
jorID, Class, greek, and Grades. The significant factors for the logistic mixed
model were grades, PGprobsolve, and Greek.
The significant factors for predicting grades using linear regression were
greek, class, and ETgoals. The significant factors for multinomial logisitc
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regression were RIownview, RIsocietal, HOform, ETgoals, MajorID, PG-
write, PGthink, Pgdiverse, PGvalues, PGprobsolve, PGcitizen, MAJnum,
and Class. The significant variables for predicting grades for logistic mixed
models were RIsocietal, and majorID.
Prediction was run using the regression classification models as well as
naive Bayes and decision tree classification. The model accuracy ranked
from worst to best is linear regression, multinomial naive Bayes, multinomial
decision tree, binary decision tree, binary naive Bayes, and logistic regression.
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